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Extending the Challenge:

.Working Toward a Common Body,of Practice for Teachers

Concerned educators have always wrestled with issues of excellence arid

, professional development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body of

Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Educa-
.

tion,"* that the Education for All HandicappedChildren. Act of 1975 pftvides

the necessary impetus forma concerted reexamination of teacher education.

Further, it is argued that this reexamination should enhance the probess of

establishing a body of knowledge common to the members of the teaching pro-

fession. The paper continued, then, by,outlining cluste% of capabilities

'that may be included in the common body of knowledge. These clusters'of

capabilities provide the basis for the following materials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development. First,

the various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,

and respective rationale andiknowledge bases are designed to enable teacher

educators to assess current practice relative to the knowledge, skills, and

commitments outlined in the aforementioned paper. The assessment is con-

ducted not necessarily to determine the worthiness of a program or practice,

but rather to reexamine current practice in order to articulate essential,

common elements of teacher education. In effect then, the "challenge" paper,

and the ensuing materials incite further discussion regarding a common body

of practice for teachers.

Second and closely aligned to assessment is the developmental perspec-

tive offered by these materials. The assessment process allows the user to

*published by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,

Washington, 1980 ($5.50).
46
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view current practice on a developmental continuum. Therefore, desired Or

more appropriate practice it readily'identif4able. On anotheroperhaps more

I -oil.?
o

p

important dimension, the "challenge" paper and these materials focus discus-
. N

e'

s.ion on preservice teacher education. In making decisions regarding a common
o

body. of pratices it is essential that specifiCknmagdge, skilkand commit-

ment be acquired at the 6reservite level. It is also essential thdrother

additional specific knowledge, skill, and commitment be acquired as a teacher

c,

is inducted into the profession and matures with years of experience. -Differ-.

entiating among these levels of profes,sional development.js paramount. These

materials can be used ihriforumi in which focused discus,sion will explicate

better the necessary.elements ofipreservice.teacher education. This explica-
.

tion will then allow more productive dfscdurse on the 'necessary capabilities

of beginning teachers and thb necessary Capabilities 'of experienced teachers.

In brief, this work is an effort to capitalize on the creative ferment

,

,, of the teaching profession in strivinp toward exCellerre and professibnal

development. The work is to be viewed as evolutionary and formative. Con-

tributions from olir colleagues are heartily welcomed.
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This paper presehts one module in a series of resource materials

which are designed for use by teacher educators. The genesis of these

materials is in the ten "clusters of capabilitiei," outlined in the
gi

paper, "A Common )Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge, of

Public Law 94-142.to Teacher Education," which form the proposed core

of professional knoledge needed *professional teachers who will

practice in the world of tomorrow. The resource 'materials are to be,

used by teacher educators to reexamine and enhance their current prac-

.tice in preparing classroom teachers to work competently and comfort-

ably with children who have a wide range of individual needs. Each

.

module provides further elaboration of a specified "cluster of capa-

bilities" - in this case, teacher relations with minority students, and

their families.
as.
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Within this module are the following components:

Set of Objectives - The objectives focus on the teacher educator

".

rather than as'a student (preservice teacher). They identify

what can be expected as a result of working through the
4

materials. The objectives which apply to teachers are also

identified. They are statements abobt4skilli, knowledge, and
$ . 1

attitudes which should belmet of the "commosi body of practice"

of al-.1 teachers.

Rating Scale-- Scale is' included by.which'a teacher,ed.ucator

could, in a cursory 'toy, assess the degree to..which the °.

,. knowledge and practices identified in-thls module are prevalent

a

Page

in the existing teacher-training program. The rating scale
t

also provide3 a catalyst for 'further thinking in each area. 3

Self-Assessment Specific test items were developed to determine

a user's working knowledge of the major concepts and principles

in each subtopics The self-assessment may bd used as a pre-

assessment to determine whether one would find it worthwhile to

go through the module or as a self check, after the materials

have been worked through. The self-a§iessment items alsb can

serve as examples of mastery test questions for students.
-

Rationale and Knowledge Base - The body of the module summarizes

the knowledge base and empirical support for the selected

topics on psychological education. The mob salient concepts

and stp-ategits are reviewed. This section includes:

iv
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Upon con1pletion of thit. module you will be better able:
. .

i.

1 .4. a

it;

. A

.

1. To recognize or apply the following*cdncepts, as evidenced by responses
to mu3tiple choice items, or by appropriate use of the concepts in written
..responses andIroup discussion: A

. a. culture
b. socig.tty

c. social status
d. "social' role

'e. ascribed and assigned
.status /role

f. nuclear family
g. extended family

'

h. matriarchial family
patriarchial family

j. cognitive style
k, field dependence
. field independence
m stereotype
n. locus ofNcontrol
o.' learned helplessness

a
0

4.

2. To use dnfOrmation concerning the locioculfural characteristics of
children and families di the basis. for alternktive possible explanations
.of problems of learning' and adjustment.

3. To de'scribe inconsistencies in social%science descriptions of 'the cultures
oftminority groups, and. to identify theinfluence of uncritiOal acceptance
of these descriptions on the formation of group stereotypes.

4. 'TO test assumptions concerning the cultural characteristics of minority
Children through iscusston-with parents and other community members.

5. To describe the re tionship between teacher expectancies and differential
stufint-teacher interaction patterns.

.1

.6. To dedcribe cultural, motivational, and cognitive tharacteridtics
attributed to minority groups, and to identifyithe limitations of social
science generalizations about these characteristics.

7. To describe the relationship between locus of control and learned
helplessness.

. '8. .
To tplentify instructional circumstances that are likely to lead to
learned helplessness. '

9. TO,Aist and describe procedures which the research literature suggests may
beffective in the alleviation of learned helplessness.

.41



Reasonaple Objectives: for teacher Education

4
i

Upon completion of .a teacher education. progeami, teachers should: ..,,,4

1.

2.

-t..,

3.

,,

.

. .=.

, .

Be familiar with major.sociological and psychological reseaft and
.

. concepts relating ethnics.tulturai. andsociit status with acadenitc.
', *,

IT n
.

edievement and social behavior. -,..

.Be aware of the relationship between teacher expectancies and student
4 . Jfr.

Achievement and sensitive to persopil biaseSsregaeding minority

l * '

.

7

students ,arid their -fami'llits
g

. .

I

.

S.0.

I

Be knoWledgeable and critical consumers of social science research''
, . . . .. i .. 6

i.

99..

regarding ethnic, cultui-al and social status, withiparticulai sensi: :t:
- , ...

. .

...

tixity.tospotential sterptypical effects of such research.

4. 6e.skillft?rein resolving didfferences in role expectationsilf'teachers

1.
_4

944

.
and parents, and in reaching a consensus concerning shared goals.

9

" 6 1

.
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Rating Scale forithe Teacher Preparation Program

.... Check the statem nt that best describes the
1 content of your eacher'

i

; ,

. . .

education related o working with minority students and'tNetr;fa illeS. % ii,

.

,

,

...

= Students are provided no trainingpr experience in woricing Op'
/ e,

. 0

students of ethnic or.cultUral backgrounds other than' their own:

./.
,

,, . ._ 2. Students are provided a cursory edUeatiOn on how an

A'

1).

why some

types of 'social and academic differqfices among stulas may be

related to ethic or.minorityroup'membership. /
/a

3., Students are given a thorough education in how and wilsocial and
/

academic differences gtUdentPmay be 'Aerated to ethnic or

. minority group membership, but are also sensitized to the problems

inherent in stereotypical distinctions.

°

4. Students are knowledgeable of how and why ethnic7 minority group

membership may be' related to differing.p:rtern* of academic and
1:

.social behavior, and how.ethnic and minority group membership may

be an important vaciabL to consider inplanoing instruction,.but
. ,

? N,

are critical consumers o generalizations alpout_all 'people. .

... P/
e

5. Students ace knowledgeable and practiced in working-with students

with di erse ethnic and racial backgroUnds and theik. parents; they

.

ars/informed about the influences of culture and subcultUre on .- c,
,

. . ,
.. .,,,

',students, but equallysensitive.to low this "i0formaXIon"can
.

A .
. .5

...1

create ,unfounded expectations.fbr students.

tJ a

4, 6

4
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Self Assessment

so. 4

.

,

The following items are provided to enatIle you to test-yOur existing

knowledge,. of information andconcepts. Answers aw provided, in Appendix A _.
4

Key to Self-AssesiMent.

The term,culture refers to
,...

a.
,

literature, the fine arty, and other higher forms, of human

creativity and expression. .

.. .

1p, all of the beliefs dhd.behavioht including the products c

- behaviors, that members of a group learn and pass on from.

1 .generation to generation.
oLd R.

0
c. the. institutions, ,such. as law and rel.igion, through which

.the interpersonal relstionshipsol.members.of a society are

. orgahizet.. .

- -3,
. .

..
. . . P .

d. the unipelrhuipan 9apabilities that are universally shared

among homo sapidns.
t

. ,-

2., Among American social scientists the term society.refers'to.

'a. gthe aggregation of people whb shard a common set of institutions.

b. the customy behawhirs and institutions shared-by a specifiable

population. : .

.

.

4, -e- ,

. ,_.

v., patterns of conduct Which gdvern interpersonal.relationhips in

a human population.' . '

,

.,I,

.

d. 'the segment of people in a community, who control the major

pOrtioh of power and resources. ' 1.-
i

,.,,,i,

.
.,

3. An ascribed status is

a. an earned wit.ionw1thin a social system. r,

b. the behavior one is ezpeoted to display by virtue of attained

position.

,

;

-

c. a .0ositien assigned within a social jtst'em on .the basis of
a

nomadifiable'attributes, f
d. the benavior one is expected to display by virtue of assigned 1

respdhsibilities withinia'social system-,

-4- 12
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4. From a sicial* system perspective, mental retardation and emotional
disturbar:(4e are considered as

L
a. achieved social statuses.

b. ascribed social,statusest

c. achieved socialroles..

' d, acquired social roles.,

5. Which.of the following .terms does not fit with the other three?

a. 'locus of control

b; experiglental control

c.. internal control .

d. external control

4

1 .

6. Evaluate the assumption that the single parent, matriarchical family
that is predominant among American blacks is historically derived. from
conditions of slavery, in which family groups were broken up, and
children were reared in mother-headed household.

7. Describe the typical family form among Mexican-Americans and contrast
this structure with the modal Anglo- Ame)'i.can family.

8. 441-dren in some cultural groups are socialized to be more influenced
by affiliation motives than by achievement motives. Describe the edu-
cational implications orsuch socialization.

9. How does the theme of fatalism in Latin American cultures influence the
perforinnce o+ school children from these group's?

10. Describe how althorettarian, patrjarchial structure of Mexican;
American famili,:s influences the academic motivation of their children.

11. Differentiation theory suggests that socialization practices influence
the development of the field dependence/field independence dimension of
cognitive style. How do Anglo-American and Mexican-American children
differ on this di ,ension, and what instructional adjustments have been
recommended to provide for these differences?

13
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2. Develop a brief scenario to depict how the reciprocal relationship
among a minority student's behavior and capabilities and the'environ-
mental conditions in 4-classroom (including teacher pehauior and
tasks) might lead to a pattern of learned helplessness.

13. Describe the relationship between teacher expectancies and teacher-
student interactions, and indicate how these patterns'-affect minority
children.

14 xplain how the progressive increase in variability of school achieve- °
ment of minority children may be accounted for. Use the concepts of
precursor skills and discontinuities in behavioral norms in your re-
sponse.

a

14
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A
Teacher Relations with Minority Students

0

and their Families
CI

l'Eyents since the mt4-1960s have served to emphasize the"pluralistic

nature of American society, and to stress the need for educators to take

athe social and cultural characteristics of children into consideration as

they plan and carry out instructional programs. The recognition of this .

need has persisted into the 1980s, albeit with diminished fervor, in spite

of the many false starti,underfundedprograms, faulty assumptions, and

unfulfilled promises of the era of the great society, and in the face of
(

new national priorities that appear to have less room for "the other

.Americans." Although funding has been cut for programs such as bilingual

education there is widespread acceptance among_ educators of a need to

devite curricula, instructional methods, and pupil services in ways that .

will bring educational experiences into harmony with the cultural experi-

ences of children from diverse backgrounds.

However,.this goal is deceptively simple. Even the easy part, that

which requires that the curriculum reflect content amfliar to students

from non middle-class, non-Anglo backgrounds, is rarely accomplished at
a.

a level beyond the introduction of holidays and national foods. The part

that implies that educational processes should be governed by considerations

that take cultural background into account has been even sluer to develop.

The difficulty arises from the fact that little is known about the inter-

relationships between culturally determined student characteriWcs and in-

structional processes. In fact, there is considerable controversy concern-

ing just what characteristics constitute the cultures of the various minority



4

groups served by the schools inethe United States. Thus, a number of

perplexing questions and issues dot the boundaries between ethnic cultures.

and American schools.

It would be useful for teachers to have access to complete ethnographic
r

descriptions of the popul'ations with which they work in order to sensitize

them to possible cultural explanations for the behaviors and learning prob-

lems they encounter. Such a set of descriptions is well beyond the scope

of tAis set of materials. In many cases accurate descriptions are not access-

ible from any single souice. The alternative of listing characteristics out

of conk.extyould be. counterproductive. We have already witnessed the out-

comes of that approach. During the 1960s anthropologists and sociologists

were called upon to provide descriptions that would help teachers to under-

stand their charges. The characterizations teachers learned,were often

even more stereotyped than the conceptions they previously held. For exam-

ple, they were taught that Mexican-Americans have difficulty making it in

an Anglo World because they operated with a present-time orientation

(KluckKohn & Strodbeck, 1961), or that people of meager means in a wide

variety of locations suffer from the effects of being socialized in a "cul-

ture of poverty," (Lewis., 1961, 1966). The culture of poverty was purported

to interferewith achieve lent strivings becauie people from such backgrounds

were motivated to seek immediate gratification of their needs, rather than c
c

deferring their needs for more significant returns at a future point in

time as, it was assumed, middle class people do. This is not to say that

the ethnic minorities in the schools do not have distinctive subcultures,

but rather that glib assumptions about cultural characteristics may lead to

damaging stereotyping.
16
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The approabh taken in this module is to explore how stereotyped
0 It

conceptions of minority children and their families may influence the

ekpectations of educators. We then examine how these expectations

interact with children's approaches to acade?nic tasks in ways that may

. produce student perceptions and behaviors which are either adaptive or

maladaptive ip instructional and assessment settings. Child behaviors

which seem to violate the norms for classroom Culture are particularly

relevant to the identification of discontinuities between home and

classroom cultures.

40?
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itereotypes And Expectations

Cultural Diversity and,Ethnic:StereOtyping

Basic Concepts

Exercise 1

Before you read this section,Tst the items educators-most often
use to describe the rharacteri tics of children from two minority
groups with which you are familiar. Identify the similarities and
differences in characteristics enumerated in the two lists. How
do these characteristics differ from a list that would describe
majority groups' children? Which characteristics in each list
cl4ster together in a meaningful pattern that could be justified
as aspects of an ethnic culture?

Compare your responses to the items above with responses of mem-
bers and non-members of the groups you have identified. How do
you account for similarities and differences in your conclusions?

A common understanding of fundamental sociocultural concepts is essen-

tial to a shared understanding of the ideas and information explored in this

module. Therefore, a brief review of sociocultural concepts is in order be--

i .

fore we turn to an examinatioh of ways in which ethnic stereotypes m#Ahn-

fluence,teacher behaviors and student responses.

Often the term "cultu're" is used glibly to characterize and explain

behavior, but the concept is extremely abstract. Those who have attempted

to operationali3e it for purposes, of crosscul'tural psychological research

(e.g., Holtzman, Diaz-Guerrero, & Swartz, 1975) have found what a challenging

task that is. Numerous definitions have beengoffered for the concept of

culture (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952), but they have in common the idea that

culture is composed of habitual patterns of behavior that are characteristic

of..a group of people. Those shared behavioral ratterns are transmitted from

-10-
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one generation to the next through symbolic communication (Kroeber &

Kluckhohn, 1952).

With their traditional emphasis on symbolic communication as the

means by which customary behavior is transmitted, most anthropological

definitionshave overlooked the important Process of modeling and observa-

tional learning as a major means.by which neophytes acquire their culture.

Cultures can be described at varying levels of inclusiveness. Thus

we may speak of the culture of an ethnic group, or within socioeconomic

strata Certain patterns of behaviors, values and prefereaces may be shared.

But subcultures are part of a larger whole.(Laosa, 1981), and behavior

within groups may vary more than behavior between groups (Henderson, 1982).

Among American anthropologists, the term society refers to the aggre-
.

gate of people who live together in an organized population. The focus of .

the construct "society" is on the people, while culdre focuses on the be-
.

haviors and traditions they share.

The members of each culture or subculture hold behavioral expectations

for a number of different statuses in theesocial order. These expectations

define the roles people play as participants inthe society. A status is

i/itmaake of a particular social position (e.g., school principal), while

the role is defined by a shared understanding concerning the behaviors that

are appropriate for that position.

Some statuses are ascribed. One does not "earn" them by demonstration

of specific behaviors, skills, or credentials. The status of child is

ascribed. Other statuses are acquired, such as that of school psychologist.

Jane Mercer (1973). argues that certain statuses which are often regarded as

personal characteristics are actually acquired statuses. 'In Mercer's view,

19
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a.

mentally retarded is, at least in part, bne such status. Once an individual

is assigned a status, socialiiation agents employ a variety of, social influ-
.

ence procelpres that are consistent with the role definitions and expectations

for that status.

Roles do not exist in isolation. are defined by mutual eipecta-

dons operating between pairs of roles, such as parent-chird, teacher-child,

or parent-teacher. In order for role relationships to be transacted

smoothly,the expectations must be shared. Some of the problems that

teachers and students or teachers and parents have with each other may stem

from differential role, expectations, especially in the case of families from

/-
sub-cultural or socioeconomic groups that do not completely share the middle-

class norms that goyern school practices (Parra & Henderson, 1982; Winetsky,

1978).

Exercise 2

In what way may "mental retardation" be considered an
achieved status? What implications does this view hold for
teachers in regular classrooms?

Achieved statuses are earned by meeting culturally defined criteria.

The status of teacher, and the accompanying role, is achieved. Through

eff rt and ability a child may achieve the status of little league pitcher,

or e gle scout. Mercer (1970) believes that mental retardation is also an

achieved status. The individual's behavior is labeled (status designation)

on the basis of behavior that deviates from the norms of a given social

20
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context (the classroom), boat the label then comes tkbe viewed as character-

of the individual. The person is then expected to behave in accordance

with the achieved role, and others (teachers) behave toward the person in
0

accordance with a set of shared role expectations.
0

In well-defined, relatively homogeneous groupseetimographers have

described the distinctive ptterns of belief, behavior, and products that

Comprise those particular cultures. Under such circumstance's. sociarstruc-

tures can be analyzed and the status-role relationships identified rather

comprehensively.. But the woups being served by the schools in the United

States are not hopdgeneous and they,do not display an unambiguous cultural

configuration for those who must plan instructional programs and services.

While there are patterns of behavior that constitute somewhat distinctive

subcultures within the United States, two points bear consideration. first,

there is an extensive' range It behavior within any United States subculture

(Blackwell, 1975; Henderson & Merritt, 1968; Laosa, 1979). Given the be-

havioral heterogeneity of ethnic and racial groups, it is important to con-

sider both the diversity and the similarities to be found within any particu-

lar.group.. When diversity is ignored, stereotyping is the inevitable result.

Additionally, the'quality of social science research on minority group

cultures has recently been called into question (see Staples & Miranda, 1980).

Specific criticisms by revisionist historians and minority group social

scientists are considered in association with specific issues in the follow-

ing section.

Characteristics of Minority Children and their Families

What are the distinctive cultural characteristics of the minority

children and their families to whom educational and therapeutic processes
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should be responsive? There is. no dearth. of literature describing the family

life and other cultural attributes of the various minority groups to whom
$

J,
.

the schooWhavea responsibility, but the co elusions ate` far from unambigu-

ous.ous. A sample of the issues raised by this research is presented here as a

source of hypotheses for,:explaining instructidnal problems involving minority

children, and to caution against unqualified generalizations.

.Family Characteristics

Exercise 3

Educators often postulate that problemsfor which children
are referred to school psychologists are the result of
family influences. This is particularly true for minority

e'children. Identify some of the ways in which family charac-
teristics are thought to influence children's problems in
school learning and adjustment. Then suggest alternative
hypotheses to explain these problems. Test your assumptions
in discussions with parents from the target community.

Children's academic excellence and their academic problems as well are

attributed to characteristics ofythe family unit. The fact that a high

proportion of gifted children are from Jewish and Oriental families is

'thought to result from the high positive value afforded intellectual activi-

ties and the role of scholar in both of these cultures (Kirk & Gallagher,

1979). On the other hand, family charicteristics have been blamed for the

educational failures that plague disproportionate numbers of children from

hispanic and black backgrounds.

For example, the black family has been characterized as unstable and

matriarchial (Moynihan, 1967). Unfavorable comparisons of black families

with the nuclear form that is assumed to be normative for white middle-class

22
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Americans have been coasistelt,With a sociological assumption that the

nuclear family, with its division of labor,. is the family form best' suited

to meet the demands of modern.iAdustrialized societies (c.f.., Parsons, 1949).

Many social ,scientists assume thatthe mother-centered family repre-

sents tne coritinuation of a 'pattern establishea"during slavery (Pettigrew,

1964). Revisionist scholars have begun to call these conclusions into ques-

tion, offering long neglected data to support their alternative /interpreta-

tions. English (104) reviewed a number of studies which Suggesfed th"at

even during the hardships.of slavery, many black slaves were able t-) develop

4'

stable, two parent families. Black households in both southern and northern

,cities during the late 1800s were predominantly two parent families.

In brief, social science statements about black families and their

history have sometimes overgeneralized from sma114 unrepreSentative samples.

Often they:have perpetuated old assumptions'without studying black 'families

directly. Recent evidence from documents such as census records suggests

. that unstably families headed by females have not, been the rule during the

history Of the black family in the United States. New works have attempted'

to identify positive aspects of black families, It should"be noted that

only about one third:of American black families conform to the stereotyped

Dmatriarchial single parent form (English, 1,074). Even for those that do

seem to fit the stereotype, the entire social and political matrix of life

for black people must be analyzedbto understand the forces that shape. their

lives. The stereotyped description of .a single parent, matricentric family,

is likely to be more misleading than instructive for those educators who are

called upon to help structure a more favorable educational opportunity for a'

black child. '

23
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Something akin to a pathology model has also been employed to descHbe %---

Mexican - American and other minority families. But unlike thelstereatyped
.

. black family which is characterized as matriarchal and unstable, the Chicano
..: .;

Or Mexican-American `family' is depicted inthe social science literature as . 0
. .

,

a stable,.patriarchal, extended unit (Montiel, 1973). Within the home_the
. ,

husband is depicted as an authority figyre who demands'and receives unques-

tioning obedience from his, wife and children. His supremacy in the. home is

seen as a compensation for ,his second-class4Citizenshipin the outside world.

He makes all the financial decisions, disciplines the children, and,represents
A r, e

. .

the family in dealings with the community. The wife is expected to be chaste

and unWbrldly. She puts her.husband's desires befo re her own. This pattern

is so widely accepted as the norm'for the Mexican family'that the Spanish

word machismo has became the stamped term for designating male dominance

in the American language (Hawkes & Taylor, 1975).

is assumed that this form of family structure, with Mtnor modifica-

:

tions, is the dominant form among Americans of Mexican heritage, but there

4

is a substantial body of empirical data that fails to support that general-
,

ization. ' Deviations from these presumed norms are usually attributed to

acculturation, or to the increasing financial independence of women, but

there is evidence to suggest that the patriarchal pattern, may never have

been the norm (Griffith, 1948; Woods, 1956; Grebler, Moore, & Guzman, 1970,

cited in Hawkes LTaylOr, V975). Moreover, data from the 1930s suggest that

the Mexican7American family in the United States but stable at

that time, and data basedcon Chicano families in Los Angeles, California,

and San Antonio, Texas, indicate that a very small percentage af families

were of the extended type. In fact, the extended family may never have been

as prevalent among.Mexican-Americans as social scientists have suggested

24
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(Montiel, 1973). As for the patrt'archal stereotype, Hawkes

and,Taylor (1975) investigated tie prevalence of male dominance among Mex-

ican-AmeriCan farm labor families and found thiat, by a wi'de margin, the most
4

')i prevalent mode of decision-making and action was eg8litarian. ,

, .

The knowledge that common ass mptiOns.abuut the nature of the Chicano .
.

,

.

family are faulty shoUld'call into question unumber of Social Science asser-

tions that purport to explain /JQW M xican-American,families damaige their chil-

dren's ability to do well in 'school. Paternal authoritarianism, strong fam-

ily tie, and a present-time orients ion are presented as antithetical to

traits such as achievement, independe ce, and deferred gratification. These

traits.are considered essential to mob lip. The sharply' defined division

of labor assumed to function in the Mex,an faTily is also seen as detrimen-
.

tal to mobility and advancement in an industrial society (Heller, 1166). A

curtout reasoning in all of this may be noted by remembering, that for the

black family, exactly opObsite traits (e.g., maternal authority, weak family

ties, lack,of a sharp dividion of ,labor) are held responsible. for the educa-

tipnalpdifficulties of children and youth.'

2. :Cognttive.Style and Sense Modality Preferences
4.

Exercise 4

Before you read this section, jot down your answers to the
following questions. When you have finished the sectiox,
go over your responses and see if you have changed any of
.your original ideas. For each question, give the justifi-
:cation for your answer.

. Is cognitive style a, sociocultural characteristic that
influences children's responses to instruction?

. Is cognitive style affected by differences in the
socialization practices of parents from different
'subcultures?

'.Should cognitive style or modality preferences influence
the design of instrugPon? °

.Can cognitive stylk,and modality preferences be diagnosed?

.Can instructional prescriptions be generated on the basis of
information fan children's modality preferences or cognitive
styles?'

4
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Socialization practice's are among the behavior patterns wh4ch may .differ
o

across ethnic groups, and'it would be surprising if variations in child rear-
.

ing practices were not associated with cognitive' and bellawioral.differences

among children from diVerse backgrounds. Some social scientists argue that

as a result of different socialization experiences, children develop differ-

ent Cognitive styles, or preferences for (311e sense modality over.'-another.

,

Since cognitive styles and'modality preferences are assumed to influence how
P

people views reality, it, is suggested that there show d be an optimum match,

between the children's cognitive styles and the instructional' styles of their

teachers. People who are visually oriented are aid to focus on objects while

those whose orientation is prdominantly oral-aural areqpredisposed toward a

more personalized involvement with the world around them. These preferences

are assumed to be associated with literacy traditions, on the one hand, and

with-oral-aural traditions on the other. From this perspective it ,is argued

that the high rate of school failure among children from minority subcultures

may be due to the fact'that the school curriculum and methods are more CoRgru-

ent with the literacy tradition of middle-Class families than with the prefer-

ences of people whose socialization was imbedded in a more'oral-aural tradi-

tion (Lewis, nd).

The field dependence/field independence (FDI) dimension has also been

postulated as an influence on the school achievement of minority,children.
/

.It is asserted that children who are socialized in settings where .cdnformance

to authority is emphasized tend toward the field dependent end of the dimen-

sion while those with more egalitarian upbringing are more.field independent.

From the previous discussion you can see that Mexican-Americans; for example,

are assumed to have experienced more authoritarian relationships with part '

ents than non-Hispanic white children. Presumably, field independent people

26
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are better at solving problems which require that some important element be

removed from the context n which it is presented. Presumably they also have

,a more fully developed'sense of individual'identity than'field independent

people, and are freer from various forms of social influence., Thus, those

who are field independent should be bgtter able than their field dependent

'counterparts to analyze things apart from their context, and to view their

own functioning apart from the group. rield independent people are thought

to have more cpmplex cognitive.systems--that,is, they are more differentiated

(Kagan and Buriel, 1977). Increasing differentiation of structure and func-

tion is the hallmark of developmental progress in most theories of development

(e.g., Piaget, Freud, Lewin).

Some researchers interpret existing FDI r aarch to show that, field de-

pendent people have better social and interpersonal skills than those who are

. field 'independent. On the other hand, field independent people do better

,on, tasks that require cognitive'restruct4ring (Laosa gi'DeAvila, 1979; Witkin.

& Goodenough, 1977; Witkin, Goodenough & Oltman, 1977).

Some researchers believe that neither style has an absolute advantage

over another. They assent that each pole of the d4mension has an adaptive

value for .given tasks and situations (Laosa, in press). This, however, has

not been the dominant view:since most developmntalists assume that increased

differentiation is the basis for enhanced ability to deal with cognitive com-

plexity. Thus the designation of a given group as .field dependent is impli-

citly pejorative.

While there'is a fair amount of evidence that Mexican-American children

tend to score more field deperident thqn Anglo children on certain tasks, the

research has not clearly established that this pattern results fromhauthori-

tarian socialization. Neither has it been clearly demonstrated that there



is a causal relationship between a field dependent ,cognitive style and inter-
.

personal skills.

What are the educational implications of the claim that Mexican-American

children are more field dependent than Anglo-American children?

On the one hand it has been advocated that schools should train children

to be more field independent because this gty1e is more compatible with the

analytic requirements of school tasks than the field dependent cognitive

style (Witkin, 1967). Meanwhile, other voices (Ramirez, 1973) have argued

the need for a better match between the cognitive styles of students and

teachers. One study (Sanders and Schdli, 1976) which examined the hypothesis

that field dependent and Mexican-American children would make better academic

progress when paired with teachers with a matching pognitive style found,

contrary to expectations, that field dependent children with field indepen-

dent teachers gained more than those with field dependent teachers.

Ramirez and Castaneda (1974) have expanded on the FDI copcepts, renaming

the field dependent construct as field sensitive, a less pejorative term.

They maintain that both styles must be represented in the classroom in order

for education to be culturally democratic. Long term positive effects in

mathematics and reading scores have been reported for a program based on the

systematic elaboration of these basic assumptions (Kagan and Buriel, 1977),

but results have not yet been fully published or replicated. Some additional

support for the notion that consideration of children's cognitive style may

enhance educational outcomes is prwiided in a recent study by Doebler and

Ejcke (1979).

Thus, evidence on the socialization antecedents of cognitive styles is

..mixed, and the .outcomes of attempts to take cognitive style into consideration
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in instructional practices are still inconclusive. It would be inappropriate

to encourage educators to adopt stereotyped expectations that children from

a particular background will have difficulty with certain kinds of school

tasks because of a particular cognitive style that has been associated with

group membership. On the other hand, when children have difficulty respond-

ing to particular kinds of academic expectations, it would be appropriate

to explore the hypothesis that the difficulty may be mediated by a cognitive

style that is discrepant from the requirements of the. task.

3. Motivation

a) Achievement and Affiliation Motives

Exercise 5

Assume that a colleague asks you for tips on organizing
a more effective instructional program for children who
are more motivated by affiliation need than by achievement
need. What suggestions could you offer?

Motivation is too broad and complex a topic to be treated in detail here.

Just two selected issues will be mentioned to illustrate the misleading na-

ture of assumptions that are often made about the academic motivation of

minority children.

The first assumption is that children must be activated by achievement

motivation if they are to do well in school. Achievement motivation requires

that the learner be guided by internal standards of excellence. Since some

Hispanic and Pacific Island groups are thought to be motivated more by the

need for affiliation than by the need for achievement, they are expected to

do relatively poorly at schoolwork. Thus, for example, the affiliation mo-

tive reported as characteristic of Hawaiian children is assumed to account

for their poor record of achievement. Since thay are assumed to give higher

29
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priority to helping others, seeking gopd fellowship, or honoring.a personal

commitment than to seeking personal gain, it is reasoned that individual

scholastic achievement must be sacrificed. Contrary to that expectation,

a motivational pattern based on affiliation has proved not to be a negative

factor in the schOol achievement of Hawaiians (Gallimore, 1974). Since these

children tend to be responsive to peers and are likely to contribute effort

to group goals, educators may IA well advised to organize instructional

activities to emphasize cooperative rather than competitive, norm-referenced

learning (see Johnson & Johnson in this series). This suggestion should be

treated as an hypothesis to be examined in practice with a given group of

children rather than as a prescription. Given the variability that exists

within identifiable groups, a cooperative predisposition or affiliation need

should not be assumed. 'Nor should the efficacy of a given mode of structuring

classroom goals be taken as a panacea.

b) Fatalism

Exercise 6

A colleague describes a Mexican-American child in her/his class-
room to you as an "underachiever:" She/he believes the child
lacks motivation to do school work because "his people" have a
fatalistic attitude that prevents them from exerting effort to
overcome difficulties. Can you think of an alternative rival
hypothesis to explain the "lack of effort" described by the tea-
cher? Record your rival hypotheses and your rationale for them
now. Then read the following section on fatalism and the infor-
mation in section C on "Teacher Expectations and Classroom In-
teractions."

Does this information change or confirm your hunches?

Educators have been taught that an attitude of fatalism hampers the

educational, social and economic advancempnt of Mexican-Americans (Heller,

1966; Madsen, 1964; Paz, 1961). They have been led to believe that Mexican-

30
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Americans, for example, view good or bad fortune as the work of fate. Fatal-

ism, it is reasoned, leads to resignation, which Anglo observers interpret

as lack of drive or determination. The writings of some social scientists

(e.g., Heller, 1966; Madsen, 1964) have suggested that while Anglos try to

overcome the Misfortunes that befall them, Mexican-Americans accept it.

If this were true, it might well explain some patterns of behavior dis-

played by Hispanic children in school. but careful attention to available
A

data suggests the generalization is overdrawn. One quantitative study

(Farris and Glenn, 1976) found that when level of education was controlled,

there were no differences between Anglos and Mexican-Americans on the dimen-

sAon of fatalism. There may be more viable explanations than a generalized

attitude of fatalism to explain why some Hispanic or other minority children

'may fail to respond to failure with increased levels of effort. These al-

ternative hypotheses are explored in section C.

4. Summary

Within the population of children to be servd by the schools thei.e are

numerous subcultural groups whose behavior differs in various rays from the

norms of middle-class America. There are problems in identifying what be-

havior patterns are,characteristic of the culture of a particular group,

because the patterns in question often cova.ry with other factors such as

socioeconomic status sr rural vs. urban life style.

While it is important to understand the cultural background of the chil-

dreb we work .with, blanket descriptions are sometimes more harmful than helpful

because the social science research base for the cultural description of ethnic

groups is suspect in several regards. The foregoing issues were reviewed to

illustrate the cause for cautious interpretation.
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Many descriptions involve the acceptance of dated assumptions, without

the benefit of first-hand study of the communities in question. Any partic-
.

ular behavior is likely to have meaning only in the context of a total pattern

of customary behavior, and fragmented postulates, taken out of context, often

lead to stereotyped expectancies. Thissis not to say that useful descriptions

are not available. But much of the existing literature is adequate only to

suggest hypotheses. When black children speak ut during a teacher's presen-

tation rather than remaining silent, or politel raising their hands for recog-

nition, an educator familiar with the culture of the black community might

consider this response an indication of interest rather than disrespect.

Similarly, if a child avoids eye contact with adults, looking down when spoken

to by a teacher, a teacher of Anglo-American background is likely to interpret

the child's behavior as an indication of sneakiness.
a
If the child ik a Papago

native-American, a teacher familiar with the culture should recognize the be-

havior as a way of show!ng,respect for elders.

C. Teacher Expectations and Classroom Interactions

When children first come to school they vary subqantially in their

personal characteristics and capabilities. Besides this individual varia-
Q

tion, the normative behavior displayed by groups of children from diverse

cultural backgrounds may differ from the norms of traditional school cul-

ture. The black child speaking out in class, or the Papaqo child avoiding

eye contact with teachers, mentioned above, are examples of deviations from

the role behaviors teachers are likely to expect of students.

Differences between the classroom cultural. norms of teachers and the

)cultural norms of children from certain ethnic subcultures or lower socio-

economic status are likely to result in conflict or in differential treat-

ment of children, depending on how closely their behavior approximates the

. 32
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norms of school culture. Proponents of an ecological perspective suggest that

prohibitions having little to do with actual instructional effectiveness often

become the source of difficulty between the culture bearer (educator) and
7

culture violators (certain students) (Rhodes,. 1967). Furthermore there is
. .

levidettce that teachers tend to hold lower expectations of academic success

for students who violate school norms through expressions of disinterest or

inattention, as compared with students from the middle class majority culture.

These expectations often find expression in teacher/student interactions:

1. Teacher Expectations and Culturally Different Children

Several years ago Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1968) created a stir within

educational circles with a book bearing the intriguing title, Pygmalion in

the Classroom. These investigators examined the self-fulfilling prophesy hy-

pothesis which posits that teachers adjust their instructional efforts on the

basis of their beliefs about the ability of individual children, and that the

children's learning then conforms to the original expectation. Rosenthal

and Jacobsen attempted to alter teacher expectancies experimentally by pro-

viding false information that certain children had been identified as having

hidden potential. .The investigators reported increases in the intelligence7

test performance of the falsely identified high potential children, but 'th(

study was so badly flawed that no such conclusions could be justifiably drawn

(Elashoff and Snow, 1971). The results of subsequent research on the self-.

fulfilling prophesy has yielded very inconsistent results. Yet Rosenthal and

Jacdbsen's report was readily accepted by many educators and civil rights

activists because it offered an attractive alternative to existing explana-

tions of school failure that placed the blame on minority children themselves,

their families, and their genetic .inheritance. Others dismissed the entire

hypothesis as implausible.
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.It is undoubtedly.naive to assume, as Rosenthal and Jacobsen did, that

the simple manipulation of information provided to'teachers Could produce a

1')

speedy influence on so general a measure as IQ. On the other hand, there is

good reason to believe that reciprocal )nfluences in the classroom may pro-

duce cumulative failure and "behavior problems" among many culturally diverse

children. The brief review that follows provides evlidence that teachers do

form differential expectations regarding the achievement and behavior of the

children they teach, and that those expectations influence their interactions

with students. It also explores the question of what variables influence

teacher expectations, and how children's learning is affected.

a

Exercise,?

Before you read the next section reflect on your conver-
sations with other educatdrs, discussions in the teachers
lounge, andother situations in which educators discuss-
the behavior and performance of students. List the cate-
gories of student characteristics you think serve as deter-

,

minants of teacher expectations.

; .

A substantial body of research (Adams, 1978; Brophy & Good, 1974; Cooper,

1979; Laosa, 1978; Lockheed, 1977) shows that teacher, expectations are asso-

dated with children's personal characteristics such as sex, social class,

race, language and ethnicity. These expectations are apparently based on

stereotyped conceptions of various groups. Even physical attractiveness

influences expectations (Adams, 1978), leading teachers to judge unattractive

children to be less intelligent, to show poorer academic promise,,.and to be

less well-behaved in the classroom thandOtractive children. Since judgments

of attractiveness are determined by cultural standards, blacicchildren who

display striking negroid physical characteristics may be subject to'esrecially

negative expectations. Not only do teachers tend to judge uniattractive children
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to have less potential than attractive children for academic and social Bevel-
.

opment, but they also appear more willing to recommend them for special class

placement (Ross & Salvia, 1975).

While some researchers assume that teacher expectations influence

achievement, others argue that just the reverse is true: that is, the student

ahcievement determines teacher expectancies (Dusek & O'Connell, 1973; Dusek &.

Wheeler, 1974; Williams, 1972). Other evidence suggests that differential

teacher expectations ant behaviors are not influenced by their perceptions

of student-ability or achievement per se. Rather, teachers may be responding

to student Behaviors that are interpreter as evidences oi their academic
Mos Acmg,"

mo-

tivation or lack of if Luce and Hoge (1978) found that when fourth grade

teachers interacted with students whom they judged to have low motivation to

do school work they were- more procedural, more critical, and gave more behav-

oral---warntrrgs than when they worked with students who were ranked higher in

motivation. The student behaviors that seemed to serve as stimuli for the

formation of teacher expectancies were task initiation and attention. These

behaviors are likely to be among the ones for which the behavior of many

ethnic minority students may differ from the norms of the school culture.

Experimental research shows that attending and non-attending behavior do

have a marked effect on teacher behavior (Klein, 1971)

Willis and Brophy's (1974) work provides further insights into, the ways

in which the behaviors and attituOs of students and teachers may influence

each other. These researchers found that pupils to whom teachers.felt attach-
,

ment were seen as successful and compliant. They responded in a way that

teachers found rewarding. Teachers expressed concern for those students who

had difficulty with schoogwork, but who were also compliant and who reenforced

A
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'their teachers in. their interactions with them. Teachers responded by

,providing them with a good deal of remedial help.

,zz".

Those students to whom teachers felt indifferent failed to respond

in a way their teachers found rewarding. Their non-rewarding responses

led, to a pattern in which teachers spent little time with them, even though

the:y perceived these students' need for additional help. These rejected

students not only failed to provide teachers with rewarding interpersonal
C

contadts'a.bilethey were also credited with the creation of discipline prob-
J.

lems and .classroom disturbances. Teachers wanted to -get.ridiaf-these. stu-

dents, and they attributed low ability traiteto them which did not accurately

reflect demonstrated ability.

.
The inyestirtions cited above provide several kinds of evidence that

..teaches, .'expectancies and attitudes may be more influenced by the observed

-131haviort of students themselves than by personal characteristics associated

with group membership. While such evidence suggests that teacher expectancies

and attitudes may be more influenced by the observed behaviors. of students

themselvet. than' by personal characteristics associated with group member-
.

ship. While such evidence suggests that teacher expectancies may merely

reflect previous experience with children displaying certain characteristics,

it is instructive to note that teachers do tend to express stereotyped ex-

pectations based on labels assigned to children. This is true even when

observable behavior displayed by the children so identified is ilitompatible

with the categorical label (Foster & Ysseldyke, 1976; Gillung & Rucker, 1977).

For example, Foster and Ysseldyke (1976) had teachers identify behaviors

they expected to be displayed by hypotheticalchildren labeled as emotionally

disturbed, learning disabled, mentally retarded, and normal. As anticipated,

the teachers held more negative expectancies toward the children categorized
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with a deviance label than toward normal children. The teachers were then

assigned to one of four groups. 1111 groups viewed the same video tape,,of

a normal fourth grade boy engaged in a variety of test-taking activities

and in free play. Each of the four groups was told-the boy was a member of

a different one of the tategories mentioned above. After viewing the tape,

negative expectancies were expressed toward the'children categorized with

one of the deviancy labels, even though the deviancy label groups had ob-
,

served behavior inconsistent with the label. These results are relevant

to our consideration of_gass.ibleteacherexpettancy.--infittenceson-minority----

and poor children; because, traditionally, these children have been overrep-

resented among those to whom special category labels-have been assigned.

Exercise 8

On the basis of your own experience, describe some of the
ways in which you would expect instructional interactions
to vary depending on differential teacher expectancies.
Contrast teacher responses to high expectancy students
with responses to low expectancy students.

Differential teacher responses toward different categories of children

have-been well documented (Good & Brophy, 1974). While it is clear that

they may be reacting to differences in the achievement and motivational

behaviors of children, the issue may be more complicated than that. For

example, one study of interactions between a white teacher and a small

group of black and white nursery school girls suggested that a lack of

shared understanding of expectations and gestural meanings between a white

teacher and black children could account for differences in children's

success in gaining the teacher's attention (Byers, 1972). However, merely

providing children with teachers of matching ethnicity, which might seem

.J1

.
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the simple solution to this problem, rs not apparently sufficient 6 change

unequal treatment in the' classroom (Bvatickl Bersoff, 1974).,

Thus, the research suggests that children from cultural backgrounds

that diverge from school norms are more.likely than their peers to display
0'

chaPacteristics that elicit negative expectations and patterns of teacher

response that are more designed to manage behavior than toprovide skill

and content relevant instruction. While teacher expectations may be based,

tft...gart-an-group-stereotypes-,-edueetors-may-also-be-responding-to behaviors-1

that deviate from the implicit norms that are reinforced in classrooMs. As

a function of apparent lower initial achievement and motivation,: reinforced

by stereotyped expectations based on 'fAtors such as race., ethnicity, physi-

cal appeararnce or socioeconomic status, minority children stand C,Qhance-of

receiving fewer skill and content-related communications from their teachers,

resulting in poorer achievement, less task involvement and diminished effort.

Bear in mind, however, that minority children are not homogeneous. They

differ in their initial achievement behaviors, and in the degree to which

their behavior conforms to the norms of the school calture. Thus, an initial

discontinuity between some children's entering repertoires of behavior may

lead to initial failure, lack of support, and the beginning of eseries g

reciprocal influences that result in cumulatiye discrepancies from the

achievement and behavioral expectations of the schools. Children who fall

into this pattern may code to feel 41pless to influence their own lives

within the academic context (Henderson, 1980, 1982).

2. Learned Helplessness
w

Some individuals perceive themselves to be incapable of overcoming

failure. They learn to feel helpless through experiences in situations in
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which they have no,, control over. aversive events. The cpncept of "earned

helplessness" has a common sense, Appeal to eduCators and psyhologistswho

find that it provides insight into the `debilitating behavior they observe

among school childrenwho otherwise seem quite capab'.e. Tne relevance of

the leai'bed helplessness concept to classroom settings4Seems obvi2us in,

those studies in which individuals have been taught to perceive themselves

as helpless .through feettback convincing them, that problems they halle failed

in an experimental setting measure important%intellectual abilities.

The learned helplessness phenomena has much in common with the idea

of locus of control. According to the locus of control construct, indi-

viduals whose behavior is.influenced by internal control believe they have

a substantial personal influence on things that happen to them. They are

likely to perceive events that befall them as the result of their own

ability or effort. .;.Others fail to perceive a link between their own effort

and reinforceMent. They are likely to perceive events as the result of luck

or misfortune. They perceive the cause of events as external.

Some childrW seem to learn quickly, through'their school experience,

that they are destined to do poorly-compared to their classmates. They see

no way for it to be otherwise. 'A disproportionate number of these children,

those who develop external locus of control perceptions for achievement

situations, appear to come from minority or lower socioeconomic status back-

grounds.

Exercise 9

List some of the cultural characteristics of groups you
work with which may make them susceptible to learning
to feel that they are unable to cope with school tasks.
Describe the responses of these children .to academic
tasks. What are the implications for teaching?
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Both
4
locus of control and learned helplessness exist along a continuum.

Designations such as "helpless" or "external" are merely used as a conven-

'ience in referring to individuals whose responses tend to fall toward one

pole or the other. Children who are categorized as,helpless tend to

attribute their failures to lack of ability rather than to the. level of

their own effort (Diener & Dweck, 1978; Dweck, 1975;'Dweck & Busch, 1976;

Dweck & Rappucci, 1973). Even when helpless children are initially compe- .

tent at a given task, they subsequently display naladaptive responses once

they have experienced failure at that task. Children who have learned to

feel helpless in the face of difficulties tend to attribute their failure

to personal inability,and their performance on subsequent tasks is-impaired.

In contrast, xion-helpless children are likely to attribute lack of success

to insufficient effort on their own part, and they display no deterioration

in performance following the failure experience., In fact, Diener and. Dweck

(1978) found that the performance of children who attribute failure to lack

of effort often shows improvement following failure, apparently due to in-

creased effort.

Dweck's (1975) research on learned helplessness has clear educational impli-

cations. Since helpless children evidence little recognition 9f effort as a

determinant of success or failure, in comparison ,with children who persevere

even after failure, they'fail to see their own responsibility for outcomes.

They are thus likely to see aversive situations as insurmountable. Thus,

following an'unsuccessful effort they may fall to respond to subsequent tasks

of the same sort by trying harder or by sticking to the task longer. Dweck

has emphasized that.an aversive**eveht, in this case failure on an intellectual

task, is hpt in' itself the cause of the helplessness phendmenon.' The critical

difference between helpless and persevering children appears to lie in their
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perception of the relationship between their own behavior and the failure

outcome.

Histories of failure or success appear to play a major role in the de- ,

Yelopment of internality-externality (Kifer, 1975; Weisz, 1979), and the

more specific attributions of cause (e.g., effort vs. ability, task difficulty,

or luck) which influence future expectations and task oriented behavior. The

nature of schooling in the United States is such that certain children may be

predestined to experience heavy and repeated doses of failure from the first

. grade pn. A disproportionate number of'poor and'minority children whose out-

side-of-school socialization is not highly congruent with the curricular expec-
.

tationsof middle class oriented schools are likely to fall within this group.

. Thomas (1979) has called attention to striking parallels between the fea-

tures of the learned helplessness syndrome and the characteristics of children

classified as learning disabled. While thr: term leariling disabilities refers

tosuch a hodge-podge of syniptoms it is virtually impossible to identify common

characteristics of the children to whom the label is applied (Lilly, 1979), one

common element seems to be an overlay of frustration and defeat. Learning

disabled children are often portrayed as being convinced that they cannot learn,

and Much of the initial teaching effort with them is directed to motivating

them. to expand sufficient effort to achieve success (Thomas,- 1979). Typically

these children are easily frustrated, low in effort and persistence, and they

may be unwilling to attempt even those tasks that are within the range of their

ability. Their learning histories are often dominated by failure. The more

consistent the history of failure is, the more likely it is that failure will

be attributed to ability or lack of it (Frieze & Weiner, 1971 cited in Thomas,

1979.
ti
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3. Overcoming Helplessne:s

{--

Exercise 10

' List procedures that you think.teachers could use to help children

-34-,

to overcome feelings of helplessness.

The provision of purposes for learning has been identified as an impor-

tant mediator of the relationship between locui of control, motivation and

performance. There is also evidence that the effects of purPue may vary de-

pending on whether learning objectives are set by a teacher or by the students

themselves. Arlin and Whitley (1978) tested the hypothesis that students would

be more likely to accept personal responsibility,for success or failure when

they perceive a role in determining their own activities. These investigators

anticipated that the perceptions of academic control and opportunities for
1.

self-management would have an interactive influence on each other. The findings

suggested that students who have been encouraged to manage their own learning

Were more likely than their peers fromptraditjomal classrooms to develop willing-
.

ness to accept personal, responsibility for their academic successes and failures.

The results also suggested that opportunities-for self-management may have

more influence on perceptions of responsibility for failure than on perceptions

,

of responsibility for success. The reason may be that in either type of class-

room situation it may be easier for students to attribute success to themselves

than failure, but rationalizations forailure may differ for the two types of

classroom situations examined. When teachers determine. the activities, students

may interpret their failures as the result of bad luck, or the fault of the

teacher. Students who have determined their own goals and activities may find

it more difficult to pin responsibility for their failures on external sources.
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It. seems unlikely that the effects of success and failure operate inde-

pendently of the social situation in which such experiences occur. Classrooms.

constitute the major social context in which social comparisons of performance
414

are made routinely. These classrooms which employ a competitive goal structure

are especially likely to encourage social comparisons (Ames, Ames & Felker,

1977; Henderson & Hennig, 1979).

With this in mind, Ames and her associates at Purdue set out to study

how competitive and non-competitive classroom settings influence children's

beliefs about the causes of success and failure for themselves and others.

Their findings confirmed the expectation that the effects of success and failure,

experiences depend upon the nature of the social setting in which the attempted

performance takes place. In this case children's attributions, their judgments

of deservingness, and their satisfaction with the performance of self and others

differed as a function of competitive and non-competitive reward structures.

Competition leads to self-derogation. Compared-to children wi..) failed in non-

competitive settings, those who failed under competitive conditions judged

themselves to have less ability and to be less deserving of reward. They also

experienced more negative affect than those who failed under non-competitive

circumstances. Ames and her associates suggest that "The consequences of

failure are obviously negative, but the impact of failure in competitive con-

ditions seems to be rather devastating to a child's self-perceptions" (p. 7).

Dweck (1975) designed a study to determine whether helpless children's

perceptions of the relationship between their behavior and failure outcomes

could Le altered with a form of attribution therapy. Beyond merely changing

the perceptions of these children, Dweck was interested in determining if al-

teration in the failure attributions of helpless ch- ildren would result in the

reduction of maladaptive responses to failure. She compared the effects of
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attribution retraining to a success-only procedure recommended by many behavior

modifiers. Dweck,anticipated that the success-only intervention would improve

the ability of helpless children to sustain their efforts despite failure,

because the treatment was expected to raise their expectations of success.

Attribution retraining was expected to produce even greater improvement because

it should provide a new interpretation for failure. Children subjected to

this instruction would attribute failure to insufficient effort rather than

to uncontrollable factors. Contrary to the investigator's expectation, con-

sistent and sustained decreases in maladaptive reactions to failure were evi-

denced only by the Attribution Retraining group. While these children were

able to confront failure in a more adaptive manner, some of the children in

the Success Only condition displayed increased sensitivity to failure after

an exclusive diet of success experiences. All of the subjects in the Attri-

bution Retraining program showed increases in effort attributions, indicating

that besides showing improved adaptation to failure in test situations, these

children altered their attributions for failure with respect to mathematics

in general.

The fact that subjects in the Success Only condition continued to display

deterioration of performance following the intervention was internreted by

Dweck to suggest that the success-only procedures which many behaviorists

advocate may be shortsighted. In her words:

An instructional program for children who have difficulty
dealing with failure would do well not to skirt the issue
by trying to ensure success or by glossing over failure.
Instead it should include procedures for dealing with
this problem directly. (p. 684)

Other research (e.g., Andrews & Debus, 1978) supports the contention that

attribution retraining is effective in changing children's attributions and

their resistance to extinction.
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4. Summary.

The evidence shows quite clearly that teachers entertain differential

expectations for the achievement.of children who vary in personal character-

istics' which include cultural and racial dimensions such as ethnicity,

language, and culturally determined standards of attractiveness. The

amount and quality on nstructT6WET-WWEETTaiii-Often differ along the

same dimensions.' The question of whether teacher expectancies are based

on these personal characteristics an se or on achievement characteristics

that happen'to covary with these characteristics has not been answered with

complete satisfaction. Some careful methodological work suggests that

achievement is the determining factor. Even if that is the case, 144e..zitomm---

sults are the same. If, for example, a relatively high proportion of poor

and- minority children-enter- school- -with -achievement -characteristics that

elicit negative expectancies from their teachers, it makes little difference

that the expectation was determined by achievemen4 behavior rather than

social class markers. The result is likely to be the same for the children

involved.

The information reviewed in this section suggests that a path model

may provide a partial explanation for the common pattern of school achieve-

ment in which minority and poor children tend to fall progressively further

behind their peers as they move through school. That is, lack of precursor

skills or lack of attention to instructional tasks ma.1 invite teacher

responses that lead to failure and feelings of helplessness in the academic

situation. This in turn may lead to reduced effort, as evidenced in poor

attention and task persistence, which further influences low teacher expec-

tations and associated instructional responses. Within subcultures there

is a considerable range of variation in the degree to which the precursor

4
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skills and behavioral norms and expectations learned at home are congruent

with the norms and expectations that are explicit in the school culture.

Thus, it is important to avoid stereotyped conceptions of the sociocultural

characteristics of children from any given subculture, or from minority and

lower socioeconomic backgrounds in general. Some evidence (Henderson, 1981;

Laosa, 1981, in press b; Valencia, Henderson & Rankin, 1981) suggests that

the most important factor in determining the congruende or incongruence be-

tween home and school socialization,is the level of formal education attained

by the mother.

While the behavior and achievements of children may change, evidence

reviewed in this section indicated that, once formed, teachers' negative

impressions of student ability based on stereotyped expectancies are resis-

tant to change even when observable performance conflicts with exPectations.

While some analyses suggest that achievement behavior is a major

determinant of teacher expectancies, other work has demonstrated that differ-

ential teacher instructional behaviors may be more associated with judgments

of student's motivation to do schoolwork than with estimates of ability or

achievement in basic school subjects (Luce & Hoge, 1973). This finding is

particularly interesting in connection with knowledge that teachers are in-

fluenced markedly by attending/non-4ttending behavior of students anewith

regard to what is known about how failure influences subsequent approaches

to tasks by children with internal and external perceptions of causality.

If helpless children respond to failure by declining to expend effort on

subsequent trials, their own negative perceptions of their ability may be

compounded by the use of More controlling, critical, externally determined

influence-.6 the part of the teacher.
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Along similar lines, the work of Willis and Brophy (1974) suggests.

that teacher behavior toward children with similar achievement character-

istics may vary as a function of student social behaviors, and especially

by the degree to which interactions are experienced by teachers as reward-

ing. Under these circumstancesstudents whose behavior styles differ from

the middle-class norms of the classroom are likely to experience propor-

tionately fewer supportive and content-relative contacts from teachers.

It would no surprise if students from minority and poor family backgrounds

were disproportionately represented among this group. The evidence suggests

that discrimination of this sort is often unintentional, and that consulta-

tion which makes them aware of their differential interaction patterns might

help some teachers to overcome the tendency represented in the findings

summarized here (Good & Brophy, 1974).

The effects of failure.on children's expectations and attribution of

cause are meaningful only when considered in social context. It means

little to be unsuccessful at a task that can be accomplished bronly a few

individuals. But to do poorly on tasks which are defined as normative

social expectations is likely to impact on children's perceptions of their

own ability. School tasks are widely regarded as normative social expecta-

tions, and under the competitive goal structures and the overt social com-

parisons that are implicit in norm referenced assessment practices, failure

is likely to be particularly salient. Contrary to popular stereotype,

minority parents do hold high aspirations for the academic accomplishments

of their children, but actual expectations are often curtailed by contact

with reality (Parra & Henderson, 1977). Children who experience failure in

competitive settings are more likely than those who are unsuccessful in

non-competitive settings to experience negative affect and to engage in self-
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derogation. Thus, their future achievement strivings are likely to be dis-

q

couraged. Competitive goal structures clearly highlight social comparisons

and inhibit effort attributions.

DiMinished'effort is the natural consequence of attributions of outcome

to inability., Children who learn to feel helpless in the face of difficulty

o

attribute their difficulty to inability, which is detrimental to effort and

.persistence, Their responses'arem&Waptive and performance deteriorates.

Non-helpless childr94f, incontrast, tend to attribut failure to insufficient

effort and their response is likely to be to exert re effoit (Dweck, 1975).

In fact, the critical difference between responses to failure by helpless

and non-helpless, or mastery oriented children, may be that children in the

latter group do not ordinarily make spontaneous causal attribUtions at all.

Rather than seeking causes, they mar pursue solutions .through teTf-monitoring

and self-instruction (Diener & Dweck, 1918).

A number of procedures designed to facilitate the adoption of internal

attributions of cause, especially effort attributions, have been tested with

encouraging results. Since failitte experiences seem- to playa particularly

important role in the development of attributions to inability and external

causes and in the learning of helplessness, the most simple solution might

appear to be to provide externally oriented and helpless children with a

rich diet of success. The facts do not appear to bear out that assumption.

While failure may be instrumental in the learning of helplessness, the

removal of failure does not appear to constitute a sufficient, or, perhaps
VC

even constructive, condition to reverse the process. The finding that attri-

bution retraining resulted in sustained decreases in maladaptive reactions

to failure while a success only experience was ineffective, and, in fact,

seemed to produce increased sensitivity to failure, should be instructive
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for those whb would attempt to help children develop feelings of efficacy

within the context of schooling.

A variety of approaches, including attribution retraining, social rein-

forcement, and token systems in combination with social reinforcement have

demonstrated promise for. effecting such changes. The performance of externals

.seems to improve when clear purposes for tasks are communicated (pollinger

& Taub, 1977), and when children have a role in setting their own goals,

they are likely to accept personal responsibility for success and failure to

a greater degree than their peers whose goals are set for them by their

teachers (Arlin & Whitley, 1978).

It should be cautioned that merely changing children's causal attribu-

tions of failure from external to internal, or from inability to, effort, is

not likely to produce sustained desirable results unless instruction is

arranged to provide opportunities for successful outcomes from effort. In

fact, to induce students to make effort attributions accompanied by effort-
.).

ful behavior is likely to have devastating results in the absence of oppor-

tunities for success. Hard work is a virtue of long standing in America,

but Covington and Omelich (1979) have made a persuasive case that effort is

a dougle-edged sword when it comes to school achievement. One of the few

defenses a student facing academic difficulties may have available is to

attempt to avoid the implication of inability by refusing to try. This

assertion is supported by data (Covington & Omelich, 1979) showing that nega-

tive affect (shame) and attributions of inability were greater among college

undergraduates following substantial effort than when they did little study-

ing. These situations seem highly probable in cases where students are

presented with tasks for which they lack precursor skills, and failure may

begin to set in early because traditional instruction so rarely provides for
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the careful identification and teaching of precursor skills and concepts

that are required. for the construction of behaviors that constitute instruc-

tional goals (Bandura, 1977;,Bergan,'1977; Bergan & Parra, 1978; Bloom,,

1976). Where such situations obtain, it is probably more adaptive for

a child to attribute failure to external influences than to his/her own

inability.
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Activities for Teacher Education

Activity 1: Discrepancies in Role Expectations

1. Type of Simulation: Role playing.

2. Purpose: To make teachers aware of the influence of conflicting role
.111

expectations on communication between homeiand school.

3. Material:

worker.

4. Activity:

Role descriptions for teacher, parent, and school social
. .

A,Mexican-Americanolcnicano) parent meets with a teacher and

a school social worker to discuss the academic progress of a student

who has been referred to the social woker filW"lack of motivation and

academic failure." Each participant is provided with her/his own role.

description, but no one has access to role descriptions of the other

actors. Following the session a group of observers identifies positive

features of the role-playing episode, and makes suggestions for improved
.J

communication to the participants.

(Note: The role specifications for this simula:tion are bas0, in

part, on findings reported in Parra and Henderson (19u). Trainers may

develop similar role playing simulations based on descriptive material

pertaining to role perceptions in other groups.)

Teacher role

The teacher assumes the child is uninterested in school work because the

parents do not place a high value on education. S/he believes that children's

intellectual potential is dependent upon the kind of intellectu41 stimulation

experienced at home during the preschool years. Since the child in question

is from a relatively poor Mexican-American family, s/he suspects that the

-43-
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experience to relate to curricular activities. The teacher- is not sure-that

the effects of early environmental deficiencies can be entirely overcome,

but s/he does believe it would help if the parents would expose the child to °

-44-

student's home environment provided little intellectual stimulation during.

the early childhood years. S/he suspects that the motivational problem may

be partly a function of the child having too limited a field of intellectual

books, word games, and the like, and provide strong reinforcement for any kind

of academic effort the child might display.

6 In brief, the teacher feels that it is the role of both parents and

teachers to foster intellectual development and motivation for academic achieve-

ment S/he imagines that these parents do mit. haye very high, asptrations for

their children.

Parent role

The parent has been very concerned about the child's difficulty in school.

S/he has been reluctant to initiate a conference because,. while s/he does

speak English, her/his limited vocabulary,freqLent confusion of pronouns,

and difficulties' with verb tense and noun-verb agreement is a sourck,of km-

barrassment with communicating with "educated" people. (S/he isAaware of some

of his/her specific problems with English becAuse of recent participation,on,

an adult education class.) Because s/he feels intimidated her /his manner

during the conference is one of diffidence.

The father n this family works at strenuous manuat labor, and(he is-

periodically unemployed. The parents want something better for their children

and have dreamis of them going to colTege and entering aOofession. But

given-their life circumstances and this child's present Officulties with

.

school, the expectation that these dreams might be realized are more realistic

than their aspirations.

.4
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These parents do value education, but they do not see the parent's role

as a teacher of academic skills. In their view, teachers bear the primary'

responsibility for the intellectual and academic socialization of children.

The _pr_imaryr-e&pons-4-bi-l-i-tyof thehomeisto fosterthe-0110s social and

emotional development. At the same time, the parents realize that children

I S.

must function in a variety of settings, and they wish the school would be

more sensitive to the child's social and emotional needs. The youngster who

is the target of the present conference often comes home, from school feeling

defeated. The parents have almost stopped asking him /her how school wen

today because s/he has developed the feeling that s/he lacks the ability to

do school work. S/he admits that s/he has stopped trying.

In summary, the parent is very concerned. S/he sees'.the roles o? parents

and teachth as partly overlapping but partly different. The primary sociali-

zation role of the school is to promote intellectual and AFulemic development

but teachers should also be concerned about social and emotional development.

The parent's most important responsibility is to provide for healthy social

and emotional development. That tk is made difficult by the school's ap-

parent insensitivity to these needs.

Social worker's role

The social worker is not well acquainted with the cultural background of

the child in question, but s/he is sensitive to the possibility that cultural

factors may be involved in the problem.

During the initial stages the social worker takes the role of fatilitator.

S/he tries to keep the parent and teacher communicating and on the topic.
MOP

Her/his overall aims for this initial conference are 1) to identify the
4

problem ftom both the teacher's and the parent's perspective, 2) to determine

the conditions contributing to the problem, from the perspective of both
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parties, 3) to identify some goals that are.of'mutual importance to the

'parent and.teaCher, and 4) to prioritize Ole goals for more detailed in-

structional' planning in subse'quent,conferences.

As the discussion Unfolds the social worker decides to.Add a more
4

specific objective to the more general goals identified above. S/he will

attempt to help the teacher and parent to develop some mutual role,expectA-

Mons to govern the interaction among teacher, parent, and student.

5. Suggestions for assessing the role playing:

The group discussion of the role playing episode should include a

consideration of the .following questions:

a. What misperceptions on the part of the teacher became apparent?
(e.g., the expectation of low parental aspirations for, the chil$1).

b. What discrepancies in role expectations for the statuses of parent
and teacher were revealed?

c. What effective techniques did the school social worker employ to
achieve the conference goals And objectives?

d.$ Did the teacher or social worker behave in any way that might in-
hibit open discussion (e.g., criticisms of the child instead of
objective discussion of skills or maladaptive behaviors, such as
reluctance to try tasks; or facial expressions in reaction to
non-standard grammer)?

e. Did the social worker use appropriate procedures,to help move the
discussion toward consensus (e.g., keeping the discussion focused,
use of summary statements to show progress, etc.)?

f, In arriving at mutual goals for the child, did the social worker
make provision for both cognitive and socioemotional goals, and
was this 'done with consideration of their interdependence?

g. Was the importance of providing the child with skills for self-
management as well as success experiences mentioned?

54
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Activity 2: Sociocultural Variations in Motivation

1. Type of Simulation: In-basket.

2. Purpose: To examine ways in which different types of motives may be

Used to .promote academic effort.

3. Material : Memorandum from a'building principal tolher-schul counselor.

4. Activity: Participants read the memorandum and
, ,

,

.
.

a) decide what additional information would be needed initially,

b) decide how to 'obtain needed information

c) formulate an hyRothesisto explain the problem behavior described

in the memo, and *

d) suggest an instructional alternative to be tested in the classroom.
0

Memordri4um

TO: Mary Kahai, Counselor
ti

FROM: Ken Kanaka, Principal, Bishop School

RE: Classroom Consultation

One of our 6th grade teachers, Ms. Jones, has been having trouble moti-

vating students in her class. She is an experienced teacher and was.apparently

successful when she taught on the mainland, but this is her first year

teaching in Hawaii. A number of the children in her class are Hawaiian-

Americans. She has complained to me that the Hawaiian childrenseem to have

very little achievement motivation and are therefore not likely to make much

academic progress. She has tried to determine the current functioning level

of each child and to individualize instruction on that basis. Thus she feels

the work should not be too difficult, and she gives consistent social rein-

forcement for individual effort. Even so, the children cheat by helping one

5
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another whenever they think they can get away with it.

Ms. Jones has asked if she could try a token economy in her class as a

means of increasing academic effort. I did not say absolutely no, but I did

ask her to talk with you about some possible alternatives before she goes

,ahead with it. It seems to me that some of the problems with this class may

come from her being a newcomer who is unfamiliar with the sociocultural

characteristics of these children.

As a teacher who has experienced a good deal of success working with these

, children, I would appreciate it if you would meet with Ms. Jones and me some-

time soon to discuss this situation. My main purpose in writing prior to our

meeting is to give you a chance to think about my ideathat Ms. Jones' lack

of familiarity with the culture may be part of the problem.

5. Liggested Responses

a) Information needed: You will probably need additional information

on the way in which work activities are structured in the classroom. '

It would be particularly interesting to know how goals and incentives

are organized.

b) Obtaining the information: The needed information might best be

obtained through informal observation in the classroom. Observations

. could be guided by the question Who benefits or receives reinforce-

ment when children expend effort on tasks; the individual or the

group?" Is the work of children compared with each other on a

norm-referenced bisis?

For purposes of the present sample response, assume you find

that most work is reinforced on an individual basis, and that the

performance of children is compared with each other.

56'
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c) Hypothesis: Hawaiian-American children will devote increased effort

to academic tasks if the clasiroom goal structure is changed from

the individualistic and competitive approaches that are now being

used to a more cooperative strategy.

d) Rationale: Some research suggests that Hawaiian-American children

are very peer oriented. They often try not to stand out from their

peers by doing better than they do, and they may achieve greater

satisfaction from assisting a friend than from individual acdomplish-

ment. There, a form of instructional -organization that structures

opportunities for children to help each other, and to work on

cooperative learning tasks in which everyone in the group benefits,

should be worth a try. Changing the goal structure' in a way that

makes classroom activities more compatible with the cultural priorities

of the children may be less intrusive to the instructional process

than a token economy would be, and individually awarded tokens may be

counterproductive anyway, if the hypothesis is correct.

e) Counselor's suggestions: Try using the children'S desire to support

their peers and to subordinate themselves to the group by redefining

what is meant by cheating. Make it possible for children to refine

their own skills by helping each other. Set up some tasks so that

each child can contribute at his/her own level to group objectives.

Reinforce the group for collective accomplishment. Avoid norm

referenced comparisons of the performance of individual children.

Take observational recordings of on task behavior for about a

week before implementing the change. Continue to keep records after

the change 'in procedures, to see if the desired change in effort.

takes place. In this practical situation a reversal condition

5
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. would probably not be implemented. Most teachers, understandably,

would want to let well enough alone. (The counselor would be

expected to devise the system for observational recording that would

not pi an unmanageable burden on the teacher.)

Activity 3: Family characteristics, learned helplessness, and alienation

1. Type of simulation:. case study

2. Purpose: To.examine alternatives to stereotyped explanations for

behavior problems and poor academic performance.

3. Material: Case study with, information on family background, school

achievement, intelligence test performance, and teacher and

psychologist interpretations of data.

4. 'Activity: Critique the case study on the basis cf what you

know about sociocultural characteristics, patterns of teacher/

student interaction, and learned helplessness.

The critique should suggest alternative interpretations and

recommended actions.

Case Study

Andrew: Age, 13-1, Grade 7,

Andrew W. is a black 7th grader living in an inner city area. School

records indicate that his mother is unmarried and that she supports her

family by working as a hotel maid. Andrew has three sisters and a younger

brother.

Andrew's teacher is concerned about his poor academic performance and

disruptive behavior in the classroom. He seldom pays attention to instruct ?ons,

and finds as many ways as possible to avoid starting on an assigned task.

He often dismisses an assignment by saying "I can't do that." Even when
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he does start on an assignment he seldom sticks with it for long. Instead,

he moves about the room disturbing the work of other students. When he

does work on an assignment he rushes through it, putting down poorly 'thought

out answers and displaying minimum effort.

A standardized achieiement test administered at the beginning of the year

indicated that his math performance was at grade level 5.2, while reading

was 4.1.

Academic achievement is not the only source of concern. The teacher

thiiiks he shows signs of mild emotional or social maladjustment. This conclu-

sion is based largely on Andrew's apparent inability to concentrate on school

tasks, and on the fact that he seems to have little ability to control im-

pulses in the classroom. For example, when he does participate in a class

discussion that interestitrim, he blurts out his ideas without waiting his

turn. On some occasions when the teacher "gets on his case" about that, he

has responded by gettirig up and leaving school for the rest of the day. His

attendance is marked by frequent absences. Anecdotal records-in the file

indicate a history o? this behavior and the fact teachers have interpreted

these behaviors as signs of poor social adjustment and lack of respect.

Since Andrew is a poor student, the teacher regards him as an undesirable

role model for his peers. S/he is distressed that the other students seem to

look up to Andrew. This is a particular concern because Andrew has a great

deal of influence with his peers. They gather around him, listening to his

hip talk in which seems an admiring way. He can get most of the kids in

his class to do about anything he wants them to.

Recently, his teacher referred him for test ng. So far only one test,

the WISC-R, has been adMinistered. The verbal IQ was 84, the performance

IQ was 100, and the full scale IQ 90. The teacher wanted an MA score to get
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a notion of Andrew's developmental level. The psychologist reported a test

age of 11.6.

In a conference the teacher and school psychologist agreed the problem

was probably a motivational one, since Andrew was not performing up to his

potential, as indicated by the WISC-R. The teacher suggested that the lack

of an achievement oriented male role model in Andrew's home may be responsible

for his lack of interest in academic work, and his failure to put forth the

necessary effort to achieve. The psychologist agreed. Since Andrew does not

seem responsive to the teacher's attempts at positive social reinforcement, the

psychologist -finds it difficult to recommend an intervention that might over-

come the effects of apparent deficiencies in the home environment. The recom-

mended action was to meet with Andrew's mother and try to convince her that

the boy be assigned to the resource teacher, on a "pull-out" basis.

5. Suggested, Response:

The assessment that Andrew's basic problem is a motivational one is

probably correct, but the explanation for it,may not be.

Even though the WISC-R may be culturally biasegthe fact that Andrew's

academic performance is lower than one would predict on the basis of IQ

scores suggests that he may be achieving less than he might be able to achieve.

In fact, the WISC-R verbal IQ is very likely depressed as a result of the

middle class bias of the language tasks sampled by the test. This is

suggested both by the higher performance score and by Andrew's apparent

facility in the use of language to influence his peers.

Alternative explanations for Andrew's lack of academic motivation and

disruptions of the class should hav,Ty been explored. First, it is possible

that Andrew has experienced a long history of failure on academic tasks, and

he may be convinced that even with effort he cannot succeed. By finding
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ways to avoid trying, or expending effort, he may escape the humiliation

of attributing failure to himself. Since teachers tend to respond more

favorably to students who pay attention and try than those who do not, the

problem is perpetuated and performance may show-increasing deterioration.

When Andrew bursts into a discussion without waiting his turn, it may

be as much an indication of interest as of lack of respect or social maladjust-

ment. When this show of enthusiasm is rebuffed, Andrew is likely to see it

as confirmation that his efforts will always be received negatively. Alien-

ation is a natural response to such "no win" situations.

The hypothesis that the motivational problem derives from family circum-
,

stances is non-productive. Even if one accepts the stereotyped explanation,

educators cannot place an achievement oriented male role model in the child's

home and convert the family into the nuclear prototype so valued (in spite of
a.

its steady demise) by white, middle class Americans.

The alternative hypothesis, that the observed pattern of behavior has been

derived largely from the boy's experiences in school lends itself more easily

to instructional modification. Rather than remove A,idrew from the class, it

would be fruitful to search for ways to capitalize on Andrew's ability to

influence his peers. Make success_ possible for him by giving him a role

in setting his own objectives and taking responsibility for the monitoring

of his own progress. Once success is possible, Andrew should be helped to

see the relationship of effort to outcomes. An atmosphere in which coopera-

tive rather than competitive goal structures predominate would probably

facilitate the process, and such goals would articulate well to efforts to

structure situations in which Andrew can have a positive influence on his

peers (cf. Johnson & Johnson, in this series).
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Activtty 4: Attention, task persistence, learned helplessness,

teacher expectancies, social system perspective

1. Type of Simulation: Transcript of interchange

2. Purpose: To identify and critique the central assumption of the

interchange, with particular attention to implications of the social system

perspective and the literature on learned 'helplessness and teacher expectancies.

3. Material:, Transcript of an interchange between a teacher and a schdol

a

principal.

4. Activity: Participants will read the transcript and

a) identify the main assumption regarding the problem behaviors

discussed.

b) suggest an alternative explanation incorporating information on

teacher expectancies, learned helplessness and the social system

perspective.

Transcript

The following transcript provides a record of an interchange between a

teacher and a principal. They are discussing a child for whom the teacher has

requested psychological assessment. The child is George, a black nird grader.

Teacher (T: I am concerned about George. He isn't making much progress

in this class and I think he may have a learning disability. He

doesn't pay attention, and when he bothers to do his written work

he hurries through it without caring what answers he puts down.

He just doesn't seem to take notice of any of the details of the

assigned exercises. Its bad enough that he doesn't pay attention

to his own"vork, but he is continually out of his seat bothering

other children. According to the teachers who had him before he

has been this way since the very beginning. I think he should be

referred for psychological evaluation. He might be better off in
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a special class.

Principal (P): What do you do when these things happen: When he

doesn't pay attention, for example?

T: Well, I tell him to look at me and pay attention when I give

directions, and to get it the fiqt time because I don't intend to

keep repeating the instructions.

P: *And what about his failure to attend to details in the written

work you assign?

T: Well, I don't know exactly what it is. It's probably more than just

one thing. As I said, he.doesn't seem to notice details. But mostly

I think he just doesn't care, or isn't willing to put out the effort.

He almost seems proud that he doesn't try. Then, of course, there is

his hyperactivity. I suppose it's all part of the same problem. He

just can't, or won't, attend. He's all over the room, when he should

be working. It seems like I'm continually telling him to sit down

and do his work and to stop disturbing the other children. Once

& get him back to work he's very distractible. Any little thing

that happens will pull hAs attention away from his work. He just has

no task persistence at all.

P: Well, you could be right. There could be a learning disability.

If he's having perceptual and attentional problems, for example,

that could explain why he has trouble with details and tends to be

so distractible. I will schedule him for Asessment next week and

maybe the psychologist can figure out what the problem is.

5. Suggested Responses

a) George is being labeled as'inattentive, distractible, and hyper-

active. The tone of this conversation suggests that these charac-

teristics are assumed to be qualities within the individual. The
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search for a learning disability diagnosis suggests a medical model

interpretation of George's problem.

b) If George has displayed this pattern of behavior for a long time, as

information from his former teachers Suggests, there is a good chance

that teacher expectations regarding his potential academic performance
N

have been low all along. Remarks of the present-teacher suggest that

much of her interaction with George is aimed at controlling his behavior

rather4an teaching him specific content or skills. Initial failure

to conform to achievement and behavioral norms mathus have put

George in a position of failing at school tasks, receiving responses

that did little to help him acquire necessary s k ills for suecessful,

performance, followed by further failures. If that ere the case, he

could well come to feel incapable of doing the tasks presented at

school. According to what is known about learned helplessness,

diminished effort and lack of attention would be predicted in that

situation.

If this scenario were true, George's behavior could be batter

understood from a social structure than from a medical model perspective.

The labels being arrived at designate his status in the classroom

social system. They are not traits that are intrinsic to his bio-

logical nature, or evidences of disease. The labels carry expectations

that may influence George's continuing behavior and the behavior of

others toward him in the school situation.
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APPENDIX A

Key to Self Assessment Items

The code following the answers indicates the major concept/sub-concept

and page numbers where the material is located.

1. Choice b is correct. Culture is a broad concept encompassing all of the
learned, shared, and transmitted behaviors characteristic of a group of
people. Culture can refer to the characteristic habits of a large group
of people, such as those who are members of the society of the United
States.of America, or to more restricted groups, such es Mexican-
Americans or Sioux Indians. (Cultural diversity and'stereotyping/culture/
pp. 13-14)

2. Choice a is correct. As the concept is used by American anthropologists
and sociologists, the term society refers to the collection of individuals
who live together in an organized population. The focus is on the people
rather than on their behaviors. Society is distinguished from culture in
that culture focuses on customary behaviors and products of behavior shared
among people in a given society. (Cultural diversity and stereotyping/
society/ p. 14)

3. Choice c is correct. A social status is a position within a social system.
Available statuses may be named (e.g., child, school psychologist), and
each individual occupies several statuses simultaneously. The behaviors
that are expected of an individual occupying a given status constitute the
role for that status. Ascribed statuses are based on characteristics that
are not subject to purposeful modification. (Social status/social role/
pp. 14-15)

4. Choice d is correct. From the social system perspective, children acquire
various statuses on the basis of their behavior in one or more of the
social systems in which they participate. These statuses include designa-
tions such as retarded student, gifted student, and emotionally disturbed
student. Mental retardation and emotional disturbance are the designations
for the roled (expected behaviors) associated with the social statuses of
mentally retarded'and emotionally disturbed. (Social status/social role/
pp. 14-15)

5. Choice b is correct. Locus of control refers to characteristic expectations
a-n-individual has concerning whether s/he has control over his/her cir-
cumstances, or whether such matters are beyond his/her personal control.
The first of these conditions is referred to as internal control,
the second as external control. The term experimental control has nothing
to do with individual locus of control perception. (Cultural diversity'
and stereotyping/locus of control /p. 40)

6. Most social science literature has portrayed the black family as a
single parent family dominated by a mother. This family form has beer
identified as the source of various social problems. The claim has been
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made that this form is derived from conditions of slavery which broke
up family units.' Revisionist scholars have presented neglected data
indicating that even in slave times, a sizeable proportion of blacks
managed to maintain two parent families, and the,stereotyped single
parent matriarchical family does not represent the majority of black
families in either the past or the present. (Cultural diversity and
stereotyping/family characteristics/pp. 18-20).

- 7. Traditionally, the social science literature has presented the Mexican-
Amdricanfamily.as a father dominated,authoritarian structure. The
father's word was law and his wife and Children were expected to belive.
with unquestioning obedience. The wife's place was in the home, and
the father represented the family in matters outside the household.
This family\type is usually presented as though it were present with
only minor modification in Mexican-American end Chicano households.
The Mexican family and the transplanted version of it is described as
an extended family unit, with households including grandparents, married
offspring, and their spouses and children, and sometimes other relatives.

This'family form is usually contrasted with the nuclear family
that is considered typical among middle-class Anglo-Americans. A

nuclear family consists of only a husband and wife and their own bio-
logical offspring.

Mexican-American scholars have recently challenged this charac-
terization with data suggesting that even in Mexico the extended family
is not as common as has been suggested, and that among Mexican-American
families, egalitarian values are dominant over authoritarian, patriar-
chial values. (Cultural diversity and stereotyping/family characteristics/
pp. 20-22)

8. In psychology there has been a widespread belief that achievement moti-
vation is essential to academic and economic advancement. Affiliation
motivation, on the other hand, has been considered as detrimental to
the kind of individualistic achievement necessary for academic success.
Those who are more motivated by affiliation needs than by individualistic
achievement strivings are likely to put concern for interpersonal relation-
ships and obligations over economic personal gain or a competitive advan-
tage in scholarship. Some recent research with Hawaiian groups suggests
that affiliation motivation need not interfere with academic achievement.
Positive correlations between affiliation motivation and achievement
have been reported. Affiliation motivation and achievement motivation
might be alternative systems, each of which might have advantages within
the value context of given cultures. (Cultural diversity and stereotyping/
maturation/pp. 27-28)

9. Much of the'literature on Latin American culture has stressed the
fatalistic outlook of people from these groups. Wnen an individual
fails it is seen as the.Work of fate rather than a circumstance to
be overcome. Some research suggests that the fatalistic orientation
described for Puerto Ricans and Mexicins may not be applicable to
Hispanic families in tkie United States. (Cultural diversity and
stereotyping/family chilracteristics/pp. 28-29)
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4,

10. The popular stereotype of the Mexican-Americ famil as a truc4
in which children cannot question authority goes on !o ugge t tti4t

these rigid socialization patterns produce uncreativ Ohildr n wi
1, field

th

practices
cognitive styles. Mexican- erican Oh ld rea tAgl

ces are also purported to inhibit initiative ap indivi dial stic
achievement patterns. Revisionist scholars ve condemned thise 4
overdrawn generalizations. Research with Mexica Ame ican families

1r
hasidemonstrated a substantial degree of heteroge eiu y. (Cultural
diversity and stereotyping/socialization/pp. 20-2 )

11. Research on cultural differences in cognitive sty e ,has shown with
some consistency that MexiCan-American children t n4 to be field
dependent while Anglo children tend to be more fieldOndependent.
Within each group, however, the range of individ al differences is
substantial, and some research has failed to sho such differences.

Some investigators advocate that children should be taught by
teachers whose cognitive style matches their
this approach is inconsistent in its results.
teachers be made sensitive to both cognitive
be organized to help children to function "bi
approach awaits thorough evaluation and repli ation. (Cultural
diversity and stereotyping/tognitive style/ppr 23 -27)

12. Because of incongruities between the cultures' of the home and school,
a minority child may lack precursor skills that many teachers take
for granted and never teach directly. Thus, this child's chances '

for initial failure may be greater than those of a middle.class child.
The greater the discrepancy between the cultures of the school and
the Rome, the greater is the possibility of initial failure.

Besides the possibilities for early failure on standard school
tasks, teachers often hold expectations or poor classroom behavior
and less potential for academic progress for children from minority
and lower socioeconomic groups. The combination of the child's
difficulty with initial school tasks and the teacher's expectations
may influence the teacher to spend a disproportionate number of contacts
with this child managing his/her behavior rather than communicating
curriculum relevant content and skills. As a result, the child may
fall further and further behind, and a pattern of failure may set in.
If the child has been expending effort on the school tasks, s/he may
come to believe that failure is the result of a lack of ability to
do academic work. A maladaptive pattern whereby tasks are not initiated
and effort is withheld may develop as the child comes to feel helpless
to overcome, these difficulties.

The perception of helplessness may be limited to academic tasks.
A black child with a good jive walk and facility with hip talk may
be a leader in the peer group even if not' the shining star of things
teachers hold dear. (Teacher expectations and student performance/
learned helplessness/pp. 30-57)

13. Teachers oftien hold expectancies that minority, children will fail
to make good academic progress, and that their behavior is more likely
to be disruptive than that of non-minority students. These expectancies

wri. The research on
thers advocate that

yles and that' instruction
gnitively." This
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may be influenced by a variety of circumstances, including special
labels applied to children, and'actual observation of behavior and
.achievement. Whatever the determinant of the expectation, the teacher
is likely tp spend less time in supportive interactions with these
students, and more time in efforts to dominate and control social
behavior. Communications are likely to involve less information
about skills and information the child needs to progress academically,
and more behavior management concerns. Minority children who fall
into thii pattern of interactions with their teachers are deprived
of full, access to the curriculum. (Teacher expectations and student
performance/differential student/teacher interaction patterns/pp. 30-57)

14. There is considerable variability in children's behaVior when they .

enter school. If teachers and psychologists do not take special pains
to assure that children have the necessary precursor skills to accomplish
the'tasks presented to them, they have a slim chance,of accomplishing
the instructional objectiveS, ,.Each objective my be pre-requisite to

%,others, so the child in this condition slips progressively further
behind those children whn possess thq prerequisite skills.

Children whose behavior violates the cultural expectation of
teachers are also likely to be at an initialdisadvantage in the

?timi

classroom, and the effects of th disadvantage may be.cumulative.
' Culture violating behavior beco es the focus for conflict with the

teacher: Instructional time is sumed in confrontation-and behavior
management rather than content and skill related interactions.
(Teacher expectations and student.performance/group norms/pp. 30-39)
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APPENDIX B

*Responses to Exercises

Exercise 1

Objectivei: No. 3, No. 4, No. 6

Model Responie

Responses to this exercise will differ depending on the groups chosen for
comparison and your own knowledge of the groups in question. Past experience
with this 'exercise suggests that the characteristics listed often reflect
sterotyped views of ethnic and racial, groups. Responses such as "lack of
future time orientation," "uninterested in schoo4 learning," and "unable to
delay gratification" are common with reference to several minority groups.
Rarely can the characteristics listed by justified as broadly applicable
generalizations about the,"culture" of the groups named. As you will see
in this section, conceptions that social scientists have offered to help
educators become more knowledgeable concerning the childhn they teach have
sometimes contributed to cultural stereotyping.

Exercise 2

Objectives: No. lc, No. ld, No. le, No. 2.

Model Response

Mental retardation is defined in relationship to specific social s;tuat'ons.
The behavior of an individual may be seen as deviant or sub-normal in the
school situation while behavior of 'the same individual in another social
setting may not be considered as deviant at all. In the first of these
situations developmental deviance may be considered as an acquired status.
The person who occupies this status and is labeled as retarded plays that
role, and other people relate to those who occupy the status of mentally
retarded in accordance with the behavioral expectations for the role associated
with that status. Educators should remember, and help their colleagues to
understand, tWat from a social system perspective, mental retardation is a

designation for a position within a social system rather than a quality.of
the individual. The same may be true for other statuses, such as emotionally
disturbed.

Exercise 3

Objectives: No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4

Model Response

The specific response to this exercise will depend on what groups are chosen
for attention. In general, however, social scientists have used pathology .
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Exercise 3 (continued)

models to describe the influence of a number Of.minority group families on
their children. The matriarchial form common among black families and the
,authoritari,an,,patriarchial form ascribed to Hispanics have been seen as
providing socialization experiences that are detrimental to the development
of the kind of motivation alsumed to be necessary to,icademic success.
panic groups have also been 'described as fatalistic - -a quality conside're'
to inhibit the use of effort to overcome obstacles. now appears that many
of these conclusions Were overgeneralizations from limited, samples, and do
riot represent ,conditions present in the majority of minority,group families.
urthermore, long range achievement and adjustment do not depend solely on
the characteristics the child brings.to school. Just-as important is the

.-response these Characteristics elicit from educators. Over thelong haul,
the reciprocal relationship is likely tp-be the determining factor. This
suggests that educatof's should be aware' of these interactions and make sure
that children are not treated in a way that deprives them of skill and,con-

,

.tent relevant interactions.

Exercise. 4

0

Objectives: No. lk, No. 11, No. lm, No. ln, No. 1, No, 6 4

liodel Response

There appear to be group differenCes in preferehces for modalities (e.g.,

aural-oral vs. literacy) and cognitive styles (e.g., field dependence/

independence. However, these differences only represent differences between

the averages of groups. There is a substantial range of individual variation
withiq a given group on dimensions such as these. Thus, care should be exer-
cised to avoid stereotyped assumptions that a given child will have a given
style or preference on the basis of her/his group membership.

While there are, average differences between groups on both cognitive style

and socialization dimensions, that does not necessarily mean that the social-

ization practices produced the preferences with which they are statistically 1

associated. The causal relationship has not been firmly demonstrated for
any.given socialization pattern and a given style. Furthermore, ethnic group

membership and socioeconomic status are often confounded in studies that
compare groups on dimensioni such as these. Thus, one cannot assume that
authoritarian child 'rearing, for example, leads to field dependence. Where

there is reason to believe that children are unable to profit from a given.
type of curriculum or method of instruction, that suspicion may be a justi-

fiable basis to experiment with instructional adaptations aimed at providing

materials and methods thatare congruent with the child's approach to the

processing of information.'

While instructional adaptation is desirable, the utility of formal diagnosis

to that process has not been clearly demonstrated. Cognitive style, for

example, may be measured in different ways, and those different approaches

do not consistently yield the same assessment. Moreover, the measures that
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Exercise 4 (continued)

have been used in most descriptive and laboratory research do not yield clear
predictions of children's responses to different instructional approaches.

Informal behavioral assessment of children's responses to given kinds of
instruction is probably a better basis for adapting to the instructional
needs of given children than "personality" measures. It is best to be sen-
sitive to needs suggested by children's approaches to specific materials and
instructional styles. Flexibility in style should be the aim. For example,
if there really are group differences in modality preferences, children from
a literacy tradition may be as much in need of aural-oral practice as children
with aural-oral capabilities are in need of skills associated with literacy.

, Exercise 5

Objectives: No.. 2

Model Response

You might suggest that the teacher capitalize on the children's supportive-
ness toward one another and on their concern for the group by organizing
learning activities around a cooperative goal structure. As a school
psychologist you might also help to design the means by which the teacher
may assess the effects of this instructional adjustment on attitudes toward
learning. Systematic observational recordings of time on task and task
completion would be appropriate. Information on affective responses to the
change would also be important.

Exercise 6

Objectives: No. 1p, No. lq, No. 2, No. 3, No. 7; No. 8

Model kesponse

First, it is not at all clear that Hispanic populations in the United
States are any more fatalistic than other groups. Fatalism reported for
these groups may actually only reflect greater feelings of futility on the
part of people of limited education or economic means, and people of His-
panic heritage are over represented in the lower economic segments of
American society. Some evidence indicates that when level of education was
controlled, Mexican-Americans and Anglos did not differ on the dimension of
fatalism.

Some children whose social behavior or Oeparation for formal school work
differs from the norms of the classroom may seem fatalistic about their
school work because a pattern of failure experiences sets in early. They
may learn to feel helpless, or to believe that they lack the ability to
succeed at academic work. Accordingly,-they may try less because previous
experience has taught them that they cannot overcome their academic diffi-
culties with effort.
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Exercise 7

Objective: No. 5
4.

Model Response:

' Research has shown that teachers hold different expectations for children
who vary along a number of,personal characteristics and behavioral dimen-
sions. The following variables have, been found to be associate ,'th dif-
fefghtial teacher expectations and behaviors:

student sex .

student social class f

student ethnicity
student English language proficiency
student physical attractiveness -

student achievement
student academic motivation

Itila3 not been clearly demonstrated that these characteristics themselves
are the main determinants of teacher expectancies and responses to students.
It seems reasonably clear that most teachers do not respond to children .0

solely on. the basis of their racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic class identity.
This section develops the argument that teachers are likely to respond to
sociocultural characteristics that vary within subcultural groups.

Exercise 8

Objective: Mo. 5

Model Response

Teacher's communications to students for whom they hold high expectations
tend to be more supportive, more reinforcing, and more related to the
skills and content of instruction than are their messages to students for
whom their expectations are low. Conversely, teacher behavior toward low-
expectancy students tends to be less supportive and more aimed at behavioral
control and management, as compared with their interactions with children
for whom they hold high expectations.

Exercise 9

Objectives: No. 2, No. 5, No. 7, No. 8

Model Response

Students from a variety of culturally diverse backgrounds may lack the pre-
cursor skills and concepts necessary to succEA at the tasks presented in

school. '14 the degree that the concepts learned in the family context differ
from those assumed by the curriculum children may be at risk to fall into a
pattern of failure. Children who experience failure even when they try may

come to feel helpless to overcome their difficulties with school learninn.,
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4.

Exercise 9 (continued)

Consequently., effort may be reduced. Children who experience such feelings
Of .helplessness often fail even at tasks that are within their capability.
Teachers and support personnel involved in the assessment of.children who
have .experienced repeated failure should take steps to make sure they are
testing capability, in,so far as possible, rather than just perfdrmance.
Careful attention to motivation and reinforcement of effort attributions may
help. Even so, interpretations of test results should he tempered by the
realization that children who have experienced repeated failure experiences
in school may be more capable than test results suggest.

Exercise 10

Objective:, No. 9

Model Response ,

The:teacher could use any of the following approaches that have proved to
. help in alleviating feelings of learned helplessness:

1. Make sure the student is provided with a purpose for learning. "You

will need it when-you grow up" is a cop out.

2. Include the students in the decision-making process relating to the
determination of goals and activities.

3. Teach self-management skills to support the students iovolvement in
goal and activity selection.

4. Establish non=competitive goal structures, in,which norm-referenced
comparisons'are avoided.

5. Cue and reinforce effort attributions.

6. Provide reattribution training.
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Racial and Cultural Variatioris among
American Families: A Decennial Review of the

Literature on Minority Families*
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This article is a review and assessment of the past decade's literature on Asian-
American, black, Chicano, and Native American families, The authors report
that, prior to 1970, minority families were subject to negative stereotypes which
were not empirically supported. In the case of blacks and Chicanos, the family
literature of the 1970s represented an improvement because it depicted the
positive aspects of their family life. Theory and research on Arian and Native
American families remained too limited to make any generalizations about their
family lifestyles. The insider-butsider perspective continued to be a source of con-
troversy in the study of minority families.

A% ,,n institution the family continues to be a
of intense and controversial public

on, n. This interest is generated, in part,
11)

lack ..,tconcensus on what its form and
'Imola should be. In the cate of minority

wit., the controversy is heightened by their
.two ton in the literature and an ongoing de-

No. over how their family lifestyles relate to
the larger society. Before examining how this
awe was expressed in the family literature of
the %twenties, it is necessary to place some
pit itineters around our definition of minor-
min. Too global a deflnith .n of "minority"
Infinities against the purpose ,and scope of
IN% Accede review. Hence, those groups of
wierim are any collectivity whose member-
im i. derived from a shared racial identity,

L
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with high visibility in the society and it

devalued social status: i.e., .Asians, blacks,
Chicanos and Native Americans.

Given the American commitment to the
concept of a melting pot (i.e., the blending of
diverse racial and ethnic groups into a
standard prototype), there should be no need
to study, minority families separately. How
ever, that ideal has never been translated into
reality. Instead, we have what Gordon (1964)
has described as "Anglo conformity": an
assumption of the superiority of Anglo-Saxon
culture and the devaluation of all other
forms. This conflict between the melting pot
theo- -d the dictates of Angle; Conformity is
to ;where better than in the family
hi. r mities. Thus, this decade

. Con an assessment of basic
t. . . research, it is also part of an on-
b' ie about ideology and: its" role in
the Jnceptualization of minority-family
lifestyles.

The role of ideology is not unique to the
field of the family or racial minorities. Under
the rubric of the sociology of knowledge, it
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has been asserted that the social location of
the individual, within a given society will in-
fluence the knowledge he possesses (Mann-
heim, 1936). Since the study of minority
families has been dominated by white,
middle-class males, a debate centering
around the "insider-outsider thesis" has
arisen (Merton, 1972; Staples, 1976a). One
side contends that indigenous minorities
possess a special capacity for understanding
the behavior of their group,. while the other
side contends that the use of objective
scientific methods nullifies the racial mem-
bership of the investigator as a significant
factor. Those holding the latter view often
choose to conceptualize the whole issue as a
conflict between ideology and science (Den-
nis, 1976).

The argument is compounded by the' divi-
sion of minority family researchers into
empiricists and nonempiricists. Many minor-
ity researchers have used the essay and quali-

-tative analysis. as their main tool in under-
standing minority families. In part, this is
due to a desire for a broader understanding of
the behavioral processes that animate the
family life of American minorities. Since
white males dominate the quantitative studies
of minority families, they have-often dies
credited their minority counterparts with the
charge of being polemicists and substituting
speculation and ideology for objective data.
The white male's claim to a monopoly on ob-
jectivity is countered by Myrdal's (1944;1041)
contertion that "biases in social science
cannot be erased simply by 'keeping to the
facts' and by refined methods of statistical
treatment of the data." Facts, he notes, and
the "handling of data sometimes show
themselves even more pervious to tendencies
towards bias than'\does pure thought."

Questions of objectivity versus ideology
would be beyond cavil were it not for the fact
that for a very long time, minority families
were treated pejoratively in the family litera-
ture. At the end of the sixties, the consensus
was that minority families were negatively
different from the middle-class Anglo family,
system. The source and 'nature of their
deviance was never agreed upon beyond the
fact that they generally constituted dys-
functional units and represented barriers to
their group's mobility (Staples, 1971). Part of
the -problem -in --understanding
families was the failure of researchers to dis-

tinguish between factors of class and cultists
in their family lifestyles. .This also tepre.
sented a methodological flaw. In an am'. .46
of empirical research in the Journal of
Marriage and the Family during the period ot
1959 to 1968, it was found that only 7 percent
of the Journal's articles reported as
lower-class populations. In contrast, almost
all the research on minority families, in the

- same period, had lower-class groups as the
subject population (Lieberman 1973:18).

While lower-class minority families a ete
often compared to middle-class white families
and 'found wanting, a central question per-
sisted. That question might be test framed
as: What is the relationship of the family to
the larger society? Does the family simply
respond passively to the forces it, encounters
or is it a unit that acts as a conduit for the
mobility of its individual members? In other
words, does the family structure determine
social achievement or does social achievement
influence the form of the family? Belief in the
deterrninancy of family structure on social
achievement was the prevalent position in the
study of minority families for many years. it
was this underlying attitude which gave the
study of minority families more thin
theoretical implications. Since research
ings can be and are translated into pubis:
policy that, in turn, impacts on the life
chances of minority individuals, the study %4

minority families becomes extremely conse-
quential. Thus, it is imperative that all slew.
be given a fair hearing in the family
literature.

THE BLACK FAMILY

At the end of the sixties, controversy
still- raging over the Moynihan (1965) M3°1'
Moynihan's assertion that "at the root of tt.e

deterioration of Black society was the
deterioration of the Black family" stimulJted
a plethora of theory and research. Ow 5°
books and 500 articles related to the

black

family were published in the last decade-

That 10-year period produced five times mem

black family literature than had 1,0.1

produced :.all the years prior to 1970. In my
early stages of the decade; such research *xi
primarily,in response to the work of Frazier

(1939), Moynihan (1965). and Rain% ate'

(1966), who had uniformly depicted the

--Wet-elais black family as pathologies'
Subsequently, however, the researchers cv
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panded into studies of the black family as an
autonomous unit.

Along with, the expansion of black family
research caMe the development of new theo-
retical constructs. Allen (1978) has identi-
fied three ideological perspectives in research
done on theblack family: the cultural deviant
approach; the cultural equivalent approach;
and the cultural variant approach. The
cultural deviant approach viewed black
families as pathological. The cultural equiva-
lent perspective conferred a legitimacy upon
black families as long as their family lifestyles
conformed to middle-class family norms. The
cultural variant orientation depicted black
families as different, but functional, family
forms. In an analysis of the treatment of
black families. in the research literature
between 1965 and 1979, Haynes and Johnson
(1980) discovered that, in the seventies, the
literature shifted dramatically from the
cultural deviant to the cultural equivalent
perspective. The cultural variant perspective,
which views the black family as a culturally
unique, legitimate unit, continues to be under-
represented in mainstream journals. In fact,
only in the predominantly black journals and in
the special issue of the Journal of Marriage
and the Family on black families does a
cultural variant perspective prevail. These
journals account for 74 percent of the articles
published on the black family using such a
perspective.

Theory

Since research on black families has as itsdominant orientation the cultural equivalent
approach, it would appear that the assimila-tion model guides most or the empiricalstudies. HoWever, it remains the case thatmuch research on the family is atheoretical.In the last decade, twd new theoretical con-structs were applied to the study of blackfamilies. The first and most common one is
Failed the "Africanity" model. The under-4ing tenets of this model are that Africantraits were retained and are manifested inblick styles of kinship patterns, marriage,sexuality, and childrearing, etc. (Staples,1974; Nobles, 1978). While it is an axiom ofhuman

existence that no group loses all of itscultural heritage, the precise locus of African
traits in black family lifestyles remains an

queition. It is possible that theAfrica
nisrits that exist are so fused with

0

° American traits that it is impractical to seek
specific behavioral patterns, values, and
structural features that are unicquely African
'in origin. At this juncture the model remainson an abstract level, untested by any
systematic research.

Another conceptual model applied to the
study of black families is the "internal.
colonialism" approach. It haS the .advantage
of bridging the cultural equivalent and
cultural variant perspectives. By using the
colonial analogy, it assumes that racial
domination by outsiders can create weak-
nesses in a groups' family structure while
acknowledging the existence of functional
elements in its. family system (Lieberman,
1973; Staples, 1978a). Research using this
model has been slow in emerging, partly due
to the problem of operationafting the con-
cept of internal colonialism with the kind of
data readily available to social scientists. At
this point in time, most of the works using
this model have been theoretical essays or re-
search which have used the colonial analogy in
a serendipitous manner (Staples, 1976b).

Historical Research

Surprisingly, the most groundbreaking re-
search on black families was conducted by
historians. For years, the works of Frazier
(1939) and Elkins (1968) had been accepted
as the definitive history of black families and
posited as a causal explanation of their con-
temporary condition. Based on traditional
historical methods, using plantation records
and slaveowner testimony; both men reached

-the conclusion that the family was destroyed
under slavery and the culture of the slaves
was decimated. The first historian to chal-
lenge that thesis was Blassingame (1972),
whose use of slave narratives indicated that in
the slave quarters black families did exist as
functioning institutions and role models for
others. Moreover, strong family ties persisted
in face of the frequent breakups deriving
from the slave trade. To further counteract'
the Frazier/Elkins theiis, Fogel and Enger-
man (1974) used elaborate quantitative
methods to document that slaveowners did
not separate a majority of the slave families.
Their contention, also controversial, was that
the capitalistic efficiency of the slave system
meant it was more practical to keep slave
families intact.
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Continuing in the vein of revisionist
historical research, Genovese (1974) used amix of slaveholder's papers and slave

..testimony. Still, he concluded that black
culture, through compromise and negotiation
between slaves and slaveowners, did flourish
during the era of slavery. Within the context
of slavery, there was a variety of socially
approved and sanctioned relationships be-
tween slave men and women. The alleged
female matriarchy that was extant during
that era is described by Genovese as a closer
approximation to a healthy sexual equality
than was possible for whites. It was the land-
mark study by Gutman (1976), however, that
put to rest one of the most common and
enduring myths about black families. Using
census data for a number..of cities. between
1880 and 1925, he found that the majority of
blacks, of all social classes, lived in nuclear
families. Through the use of plantation birth
records and marriage application, he con-
cluded that the biparental household, was the
dominant form during slavery. More impor-
tant than Gutman's compelling e"idence that
slavery did not destroy the black family was
his contention that their family form in the
past era had evolved from family and kinship
patterns that had been given birth under
slavery, a cultural form that was a fusion of
African and American traits.

Social historians and historical demo-
graphers also made contributions to our
understanding of black family history.
Furstenberg and his colleagues (1975) in-
vestigated the origin of the female-headed
black family and its relationship to the urban
experience. Basing their analysis on samples,
from the decennial federal population manu-
script schedules for the period from 1850 to
1880, they found that blacks were only
slightly less likely to reside in nuclear house-
holds than were native whites and immigrants
to Philadelphia. While theSe historical 'works
have, in combination, challenged the Moyni-
han view that slavery created the conditions
for black family disorganization, the preva-lence of Marital breakups at the hands of
slaveowners means that many marriages were
not that stable. Even the use of slave accounts
does not eliminate bias in slave history. Manyof the slave narratives were edited by
'Northern abolitionists and they constitute
the reports of highly liktate slaves.
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Maciosacialogical Studies
The studies which focused on generalized

aspects of the black family shared certain
commonalities. Most of them were respond.
'nett) the Moynihan thesis about the in-
stabilityof black families. Additionally, they
attempted to delineate the structure and
function of black families. The goals may hate

into
similar, but the perspectives, again, fell

mto one. of Allen's. (1978) typologies. Studies
by Reiss (1975)Scanzoni (1971), and Willie
(1976) would belong in the cultural equiva-
lent category. Both Heiss and Scanzoni used
quantitative analysis to illustrate that black
families are stablp, egalitarian, and funk
tional units. Thefteached this conclusion 15:0
delineating how well black families meet the
white, middle-class family ideal. Willie used
qualitative analysis and examined a variety of
black families. The poor black families were
still depicted asless than healthy units. Hill's
(1972) study of the strengths of black families
would fall somewhere in a middle ground.
Through the use of census data he demon-
strated that black families, like white
families, adhere to such sacosanct American
values as strong work achievement, and
religious orientations. Conversely, he stressed
the more unique traits of strong kinshir
bonds and role flexibility, although he did slot
link them to an autonomous cultural system.

An ongoing debate in black family studies
revolves around the appropriate unit of
analysis. A number of scholars have con.
tended that the functions of the black farm!,
are carried out by the extended, rather than
the nuclear, family unit. A number of studies
have used the extended family as the focus of
research (Aschenbrenner, 1975; Martin. and
Martin, 1978; McAdoo, 1978a; ShirnIcin

, 1978; Stack, 1974). Basically, they hale
delineated the use of kinship ties, both
genealogical and fictive, as a rekourct for
carrying out the functions of role modeling.
socialization, mutual aid,eand other sucvn,
functions. The research by McAdoo (14 !"-1!
is especially significant because it illustrates
that extended family ties transcend Oa,,
boundaries. Her study of middleclass
families demonstrated that the icinshiP t r_
pattern remains strong after individuals hi"
achieved mobility within the larger societ

Nevertheless, the viability of kinshl,
networks must be questioned. First, there ar1
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indications that they are statistically a de-
igning form. The number of blacks in each
lousehold decreased in the last decade

ianchi and Parley, 1979). Young females
who bear children out-of-wedlock are more

ely to move into their own household rather
than become part of an extended family net.

rk (Bianchi and Farley; 1979). Moreover,
Stack (1974) has noted, kinship ties can

militate against stable marital unions. The
woman in a stable conjugal relationship uses

resources for her nuclear family, not her
men. Thus, the kinsmen have vested

crest in discouraging the development of
ble nuclear families. We might also raise
question of how compatible kinship ties

we with an industrialized society for some
ividuals. While it. may facilitate niobility

some cases, it may impede it in others. The
Plfsonian (Parsons and Bales, 1955) notion

t the extended family was supplanted by
the nuclear family in order to create a mobile
*ark forte may have some validity. Individ.
las tied to an, extended kinship system are

"also chained to the same geographical locale,
*hid impairs the capacity to respond_to dif-
terent and better job opportunities.
Sex Roles

Th- burgeoning of the women's liberation
,movement gave rise to a number of books onIAE women. In the main, they were non-
empirical works which focused on the role of.
black women in their community and the
larger society (Cade, 1970; Staples, 1973;
noble, 1978; Rose, 4980). Amo'ng the better
books was the study by Ladner (1971) ofblack teenage females growing up in a
It'w-income urban community. Through the

of systematic open-ended interviews,
Participatory observation, and her own
UPeriences, she explored how these young
WORM coped with the forces of poverty andmaintained a sense of positive identity. Many
et the books on black women emphasized
that while they weee strong, due to the need tolate adverse forces in the society, they were
!Pt overbearing matriarchs. At the end of thear.rade, a young black feminist broke ranks,nh her more,concilfatory sisters and issued auadsided attack on black male chauvinismvim

the black
community (Wallace, 1979). It is

P
sible that her book was the harbinger ofhe eighties and future literature on black sexrules will contain a feminist ideology.

O

71,:e Family Life Cycle

Other than fertility behavior and child.
socialization processes, the black family life
cycle remains a largely neglected part of
black family studies. The few studies of black
dating and sexual behavior suggest a con-
vergence 'of black and white behavioral
modalties (Dickinson, 1975; Christenien and
Johnson, 197'8; Staples, 1978b; Porter, 1979).
Almost all of the studies have used biracial
comparisons and there has yet to be
developed a systematic analysis of black
dating and sexual codes. Mate selection
norms and processes are equally ignored In
'the black family literature, despite the large
proportion of unmarried blacks in our midst
(Staples, in press). Perhaps it is the fact that
the majority of adult blacks .are °unmarried
that accounts for the paucity of research on
black 'marriages and divorces (Chavis and
Lyles, 1975; Hampton, 1979). At any rate, all
we know is that the divorce rate for blacks
increased by 130 percent in the last decade
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, '1979). While
there were few studies of intraracial mar-
riages, there were,an abundance of books and
articles on interracial marriages produced in
the last decade (Henriques, 1975; Stember,
1976; Porterfield, 1977). Many of them were
written in an ad hominem fashion and con-
cluded that black/white marriages were
problematic but viable. Heer's (1974) more
careful analysis of census data documents the
sharp ,increase in black .male/white female
pairings and the fairly high rate of dissolution
of such unions.

Studies of childbearing and rearing prac-
tices in the black community reflect the same
converione of black and white behavior. The
fertility rate of married black women declined
at a slightly higher rate than did that of white
women, with college educated black women
continuing to have the lowest fertility rate of
all groups (Farley, 1970; Kiser, 1970). The
biggest racial difference in fertility rates con-
tinued to be in out-of-wedlock births
occurring to black females. More than half of
all black births now occur out-of-wedlock
(Bianchi and Farley, 1979). In part, the in-
crease in out-of-wedlock births is due to the
decline in fertility rates among married black
women. Many of the unwed mothers are teen-
agers and we have little in the way of research
to inform us as to now their children are
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being reared. There are indications that the
informal: adoption practices (Hill, 1977), of
black families are no longer prevalent
(Bianchi and Farley, 1979). Childrearing
practices, in general, tend to be similar for
black and white parents as does the level of
the child's self-esteem (Halpern, 1973; Silver.
stein and Krate. 1975).

SUMMARY

The past decade has witnessed a basic,
transformation in ideology ,and research on
the black family. Prior to the seventies, the
common wisdom was that black families, in
comparison to middle-nlass white families,
were dysfunctional units which could not
carry out the normative functions ascribed to
that institution.' During the last decade, the
research emphasis shifted to the investigation
of stable black families and their conformity
to middle-class family norms. However, it
was in this same decade that the economic
gains that blacks accrued wer&translated into
greater family stability for Many, again
raising the question of the relationship
between black family stability and changes in
the larger society. Another question concerns
the interaction between cultural values and
family organizatiOn; this has yet to be
systematically examined by the proponents of
the "Africanity" and "colonial" models.
Finally, it would appear that we may need to
go back to the drawing board on black family
research. Based on the latest census data
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1979), there has
been a dramatic increase in teenage preg-
nancies, out-of-wedlock births, single-parent
'households, and marital dissolution among
blacks of all social classes. Since these
changes parallel changes in white families
during the same period, it may presage a
need to undergo a revolution in theory and
research on the family as a viable institution
for all groups in society.

THE CHICANO FAMILY

The last decade has witnessed a prolifera-
tion of research and writing on the Chicano
family.' Prior to this time, social scientists
demonstrated an intense interest in the
Chicano family and generalizations concern-

'There were only 17 articles oq Hispanic families ,be.
tween 1950 and 1959. 57 in the following decade, and
155 in the past decade (Padilla et al.. 1978).

ing it abounded, bui such generalizations
were typically based on either meager or non-
existent data (Mirande, 1977: 747; Kagan
and Valdez, in press). In 1970, Miguel t
Montiel wrote an excellent critique of Mexi-
can American family,studies,entitled "Social
Science Myth of the Mexican American
Family." At the risk of oversimplification. it
seems fair to say that the bulk of researcl
the end of the previous decade could
characterized not only as negative and
pejorative, but as lacking in empirical
support. Montiel (1970: 62) has noted that
such studies were based on a pathological
model .which "is inherently incapable of
defining normal behavior and thus auto-
matically labels all Mexican and Mexican
American people as sickonly in degree of
sickness do they vary."

During the late 1960s and early 1970s a
nuMber of Chicano scholars sought to refute
many of the stereotypes and myths perpe-
trated by pathological studies and' to present
a more sympathetic "inside" view of id"'
familia'. These sympathetic studies serve0 as
an important corrective, however, in °their
eagerness to counter negative perspectives,
they tended to present an idealized and
romanticized ,conception of the Chicano
family. More recently, a body of research has
emerged that is sympathetic to Chicanos and
the nuance of Chicano culture, but which is
increasingly rejecting of idealized and roman-
tic stereotypes. While these approaches cor-
respond roughly with the three chronological'
periods, adherents to .each perspective .ke
still to be found today.

Pejorative Depictions of the
Mexican American Fa'mily

The traditional pejorative view of the
Mexican American family can be traced to.
pathological studies of ,the ;v1exican family:
works which see machismo as the key variable
in explaining both the dynamics of Mexican
family life and the emergence of Mexican
national character (Bermudez, 1955; Gilbert.
1959; Paz, 1961; Ramos, 1962; Diaz-Guer-
'rem, 1975). Based on pr,choanalytic as-
.sumptions, such studies have assumed the
Mexican to -be drive.' by feelings of
inadequacy, inferiority, and a rejectty. "f
authority. Machismo is thus a compensation
lot-powerlessness..
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The pathological view of machismo and the
rigid patriarchal family has been uncritically
applied to Mexicans on this side of the
border. The father is depicted as the un-
questioned authoritythe omnipotent,

t omniscient "lord and master" of the house-
hold who is free to come and go as he pleases
and to maintain the same lifestyle that he did
before marriage.

a This empirically unsupported model of
: Chicano family life, until recently, has been
! the most prevalent in the social sciences (cf.
;. Humphrey, 1944; Jones, 1948; Heller, 1966;

and Pefialosa, 1968), According to this View,
a man has complete freedom to drink, fight,
and carry on extramarital relationships at
will.. William Madsen (1973: 22) has likened
the Chicano malr to a rooster: "The better
man is the one who can drink more, defend
himself best, haVe more sex relations, and
have more sons borne by his wife." A man is
seen as overly preoccupied with'sex and with
proving 'his masculinity and sexual prow8s,.
and "the most convincing way of proving
machismo and financial ability is to keep a

:mistress in a second household" (Madsen,
1973: 51).

Not surprisingly, the woman becomes a
quiet, saintly, virginal creature who honors
and obeys her husband at any cost.
According to Madsen (1973: 22), the woman
is the perfect counterpart to the man:
"Where he is strong, she is weak. Where he is
aggressive, she is submissive. While he is con-
descending toward her, she is respectful
toward him." So strong is his control that she
is expected to accept his marital transgres-
sions and, if she does not, she is likely to be
beaten. Moreover, "some wives assert that
they are grateful for punishment at the hands
of their husbands for such concern with
shortcomings indicates profound love" (Mad-
sen, 1973: 22)..

This patriarchal family system also has
been assumed

was

adversely affect children.
Childrearing was presumed to be rigid and
authoritarian. The Chicano family was thus
the obverse of the middle-class Anglo familial
ideal. Where the Anglo family was egalitarian
and democratic, the Chicano family was rigid
and authoritarian. While the Anglo family
encouraged achievement, independence, and
a sense of self-worth, the Chicano family
engendered passivity and dependence and
adversely affected normal personality devel-
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opment. Celia Heller (1966: 34.35) has
argued that the Chicano family discouraged
advancement "by stressing values that hinder
mobilityfamily ties, honor, masculinity,
and living in the present." Alvin Rudoff
(1971: 236-237) has been even more severe in
his condemnation of the Chicano family:

The family constellation is an unstable one as the
father is seen as withdrawn and the mother as a
self-sacrificlog and saintly figure. The Mexican
American his little concern for the future, per-
ceives himself as predestined to be poor and sub-
ordinate, is still influenced by magic, is gang-
minded, distrusts women, sees authority as
arbitrary, tends to be passive and dependent, and
is alienated from the Anglo culture.

Another commonly assumed effect of the
authoritarian and patriarchal structure is
family violence. Carroll (1980) has contended
that values and norms which are endemic to
Chicanos result in a high level of family
violence. The democratic. Jewish American
family, on the other hand, is believed to
generate a very low level of violence, Whereas
the Chicano family emphasizes severe
din.:ipline and violence as a mechanism for
conflict resolution, .the Jewish American
family emphasizes

6
the pursuit of knowledge and the use of the mind
rather than the body., The value of intellectuality
resulting from these values was proposed leadto
the favoring of articulateness, argumentativeness,
and bargaining as a way to solve fa/110y disputes
(Carroll, 1980:80).

Positive Depictions of the Chicano Family

An important outcome of minority move-
meiits of the 1960s was that minority scholars
began to question social science depictions,
which were generally negative or pejorative,
and to offer new "insider" (Merton, 1972)
perspectives that were not only sensitive and
sympathetic to minority cultures but, possibly
more valid and consistent with the realities of
the minority experience. Given this thrust, it
was perhaps inevitable that Chicinos, like
blacks, wt:uld begin to seriously reevaluate
social science perspectives on'the Chicano
family. Interestingly, while black scholars
faced the task of refuting the myth of the'
"matriarchy" (Staples, 1971), Chicanos had
to deal with machismo and the issue of male
dominance. There emerged, then, k"sfrapa-
thetic" or "revisionist" view of.the Chicano
family.
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Miguel Montiel (1970, 1972) whit!, not only".rejected 'pathological formulations but sug-gested that they be replaced with an "appre-

ciative" framework, has been one of the bestand most incisive critics of traditional
perspectives. Octavici Romano (1973: 52). hasbeen similarly critical of social scientists for. suggesting that Chicano parents, in effect,"are their children's own worst enemies" andthat la familia Chicano is "un-American,"potentially threatening our "democratic wayof life" (1973:50). Alvirez and Bean (1976:277) have responded to the traditionalnegative view by noting that "only a personwho has never experienced the warmth of theMexican American family would tend to see itprimarily from a negative perspective."Another writer to take issue with the tradi-tional view has been Nathan Murillo (1971),who has characterized the Chicano family asa warm and nurturing institution. Accordingco Murillo, family is the most important unitin life and the individual is likely to put theneeds of the family above his own. Ratherthan being rigid and authoritarian, the familyis now seen as a stable structure where theindividual's place is clearly established andsecure, Cooperation among family membersis ,also emphasized. The family "seen% toprovide more emotional security and sense ofbelonging to its members" (Murillo, 1971:99). One's status' within the family isdetermined by age and sex. While the fatheris the ultimate authority, other adults are alsorespected and honored as "being old andwise" (Goodman and Beman, 1971: 111).

Whereas machismo was previously synony-,
mous with power, control, and violence, it isnow equated with honor, respect, anddignity. "An important part of [the father's]concept of machismo , . . is that [of] using his
authority within the family in a just and fair
manner" (Murillo, 1971: 103). To misuse .one's authbrity is to risk losing respect withinthe family and in the community.
Another'Look at the Patriarchy:
The Myth of Machismo

Although there appear to be both positive
and negative perspectives of the Chicanofamily, a closer examination suggests: aconvers4.1n of the two' perspectives (Mirande,1977: 751). Both agree, for example, thatmale dominance i a persistent feature of theChicano family, l ut one sees it as benevolent
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and the other as malevolent.' Interestingly,
the position is one held by both supportersand detractors of la familia, largely without.the benefit of empirical support. When re.
search findings have not supported tradi-tional assumptions, there ,has been atendency to resist .them, especially bydetractors of the Chicano family. "Findings
which show that the Chicano family is moreegalitarian than was previously assumed havebeen downplayed or explained away asresulting from increasing acculturation and
assimilation" (Mirande, A979: 475).

A study of California migrant farm familiesby Hawkes and Taylor 1,77,§),,bypothesizedthat male dominance wonld prevail. Theyfound instead, that the dclininant pattern of
decision making and action making amongthese migrant families was egalitarian Theirresponse to this unexpected finding was toturn to other factors such as, acculturation,
urbanization, and the decreasing dependenceof women on their husbands in the UnitedStates. Only after such attempts proved un-
successful did the authors begin to question
the assumption of male dominance as a pre-

. ,vailing feature of Mexican and Chicano
culture (Hawkes and Taylor, 1975: 811).

Hawkes and Taylor's findings are signifi-
cant not so much for what they tell us about
migrant farm families, but for suggesting a
pattern which may not be anomalous or
unique to the population studied but charac-teristic of Chicano families in general.Virtually every systematic study of conjugal
roles in the Chicano family has found egali-tarianism to be the predominant patternacross socioeconomic groups, educationallevels, urban-rural residence, and regi0 of
the country. The Mexican-American StudyProject, a pioneering effort and one of the
most extensive and widely acclaimed sulliesof the Chicano people, found that Chicanosin Los Angeles and San Antonio did not failinto the traditional patriarchal pattern.
Respondent families,' specially younger onesand those with higher incomes, were muchless patriarchal than previously assumed.There was egalitarianism with respect to the
performance of traditional sex-typed tasks,
although traditional male tasks appeared tobe breaking down more than traditional
female tasks, -suggesting that Chicanos are
increasingly assuming male mid. They
found, nonetheless, that sex, age, and income
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differences were not signifitant and con-
cluded that "the most striking finding relates
eat to internal variations in the departure
ff0111 traditional sex specializations, but
rather to The conspicuous presence of a
basically ega7itarian division of household
tasks" (Grebler et al., 1970: 362-363).

A more recent study of 100 married Couples
Fresno, California, also uncovered a

basically egalitarian pattern of decision mak-
ing (Ybarra, 197-7).-While Ybarra found that
conjugal role relations ranged from a patri-
archal pattern to a completely egalitarian

'ate, the most prevalent pattern was one in
which the husband and wife shared in
decisions (Ybarra, 1977:2):

A large number of Chicano husbands helped their
rwives with household chores and child care. Also,
the Chicanos interviewed were not as obsessed with

; theideaof machismo as has been suggested in the
literature. The overwhelming majority of ChiCano
husbands preferred to participate in social and
recreational activities with their wives and
children. Overall, the dal, indicated that the
majority of Chicano wives played an important
and /or equal part in- most facets of conjugal role
relationships..

Factors such as level of acculturation; in-
come, or eddcation were not significantly re-
lated to the type of role relationships

alent in fhe family. In fact; the only
er that significantly affected the role rela-

tionships exhibited was female employment
outside the home, with families with working*Ives demonstrating a. more egalitarian
Pattern relative to decision making, sharing
of household tasks, and the caring ofdiildren . While couples who are already moreegalitirian may be more predisposed to haveII Working wife, the mere fact of the wife's
talPloyment outside the how appears to re-
quirt adjustments in marital roles and a shift.toward a more egalitarian "patterp. Yet,Chicanos can work and acquire*morepoweris the family without assimilating or rejectingtae ir ethnicity (Baca Zinn, 1980).A

st9fly of self-report perceptions of
.domiriance among Kansas Citytcanos and blacks similarly failed to sup-Port the traditional view of machismo in the

Chicano Crojnwell a'nd, Cromwell,
(1978) in studying dpousal dominance in
end making and conflict resolution,4nd that the most common pattern amongChicanos was egalitarianism, rather thantale

dominance.
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After undertaking an extensive review of:
literature on power and control in the
domestic sphere, Maxine Baca Zinn (1975c
1976) has, gone a step beyond :addles which
suggest an egalitarian pattern, by proposing, -that' the Chicano family is, in fact,
mother-centered. 'While the family may
'present a facade of patriarchy because
'cultural values dictate that the male should
be honored and respected as titular head of
the household, the day-td-clay functioning of
the family, revolves around la nsujer. The
male has primary responsibility

, and power
outside of the household,, but the domestic
sphere is the woman's domain, (Baca Zinn,
1976). Other studies have suggested that the
woman's influence is especially strong relative
to children. Mothers not only perform many
domestic tasks, but they have primary
responsibility for 'the caring of children and
for setting limits on their behavior (Tuck, ".
1946; Heller, 1966; Rubel, 1966; Goodman
and Beman, 1971; Sotomayor;- 1972). IA-
timately, "as the madrecita, entitled to re-

, spect and homage, she may actually
dominate, in all matters that affect her
children" (Tuck, 1946: 123).

The questioning of the rigid and authori-
tarian, nature of the Mexican and Chicano
family has extended beyond conjugal roles to
relations between parents and children.
Recent research suggests that parent-child
relations may be warm and nurturing rather
than cold and rigid. An impbrtant assump-
tion that has been challenged is that fathers
are necessarily more ,aloof and authoritarian
than mothers. An observational study of
Mexican family roles found fathers to be
playful and companionable with children
(Burrows, .1980). Rubel (x966: 66) similarly
concluded that "Nttithout exception, direct
observations note the warmth and affection
exhibited by fathers with their young sons
and daughters, children under ten years of
age." Goodman and Beman (1971: 12) were
also impressed with the strength and warmth
of affection demonstrated in the Chicano
family, noting that "the strength- of. intra-
family affection declared by Barrib children is
conspicuous by contrast with responses of the
Negro and Anglo 01kt-fen-we interviewed."
Finally, Bartz and Levine (1978: 709)
reported that it was black, rather than
Chicano parents who' were "typified as
expecting early autonomy, not allowing
wasted time, being both highly supportive
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and controlling, valuing strictness and en-
couraging egalitarian 'family rolei."' Black
fathers. were also most controlling. Signifi-
candy, of the three groups, Chicano parentswere found to be most supportive of
increasing permissiveness in parent-child
relations (Bartz and Levine, 1978: 715).
The Chicano Family:
Social and Demographic Characteristics

There are a number of structural and
demographic features which distinguish theChicano family from the dominant American
form. One distinctive feature is its high.
fertility relative not only to white but tq black
families (Alvirez and Bean, 1976: 280-281).
Not surprisingly, the Chicano population is ayouthful one with a median age of about 21,
compared to median of 30 years for restof the population (U.S. Bureau of the-Census, 1978: 2). Whereas Chicano iamilies
average appioxiinately four persons per
faMily, other families average three (1978:
11). The vast majority ,of Chicano childrenunder 18 years of age (81 percent) live with
both parents in intact families, 16ppercent live
with,thelnother, and only 1 percent HI/ withthe father (U.S: Bureau of the Census, 1978:46). Chicano families are about as likely to be
maintained by a woman (16.percent) as areother Hispanic or Anglo families, but far lesslikely tribe maintained bla woman than are
Puerto-Rican families (37 percent). The in-
come of Chicano families is substantiallylower than for other families. The median in-come for Chicano families. in 1978 was$12,900, compared to $17,000 for fatnilies inthe population as a whole (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1978). Twenty-two percent ofall Mexican-origin families are below the( poverty level, whereas only .9 pettent of
families not of Spanish origin are classified as
poor (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1978: 15).The marital status of Chicanos >does notdiffer significantly from the general popula-tion, with approximately 60 percent oft the
population in each group classified as mar-ried, but Chicanos have a higher pi.oportion

of single and a lower proportion of widowedor divorced persons (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1978: 3). Thus, while Chicanos areabout as likely to be married as other groups,
they are less likely to be divorced. The divorce
rate shows grater stability fur Chicanos,
especially Chicano men (Alvirez- and *Bean.
1976; Eberstein and Frisbie, 1976).

Since intermarriage has been presumed tobe an important index of assimilation, therehas been much interest in the outmarriage
rates of Chicanos. The conclusions of earlier
studies that intermarriage rates of Chicanos
suggested a "breakdown of ethnic solidarity
in an increasingly open system" igrebler et
a/., 1970: -471) have been called into question
by more recent research. While the overall
trend during the present century has been
toward'intermarriage in the Southwest (Beanand Bradshaw, 1970), the trend appears tohave stabilized and, perhaps, reversed in
recent years. Murguia and Frisbie (1977: 387)
concluded after examining recent trends in
intermarriage'that:

If the level Of Spanish-surname intermarriagvis
conceived as the most conclusive, objective indica-
tor of the degree of assimilation . , it seems
probable that the Mexican American population
will continue to represent a distinct sociocultural
entity for some time to come.

ASIAN AMERICAN FAMILIES
This minority group has largely been

neglected in the family literature. Theory on
their family life is nonexistent and empirical
studies are sparse and clustered in a few
areas. This is due, in part, to their small
numbers and geographical concentration.
There are approximately 1.5 million individ-
uals of Chinese, Japanese,jKortan, Filipino.
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai, and East
Indian ancestries living in the United States
(Yamauchi, 1979). In total They "'constitute
less than 1 percent of the American popula-
tion and represent fewer than 10 percent of
our minority groups. Most of them are con-,
centrated in Hawaii and the..Western part of
the United States. In addition; they tend to
be untierrepresenteraniong social scientistsand there are few insiders to develop theoryand carrS, out research on their family
lifestyles. Another' possible reason is that, asa group, they are not perceived as a
"problem" in American society or as very
different in their family lifestyles. In the past.
Asian men were stereotyped as wily and
devious, the women as exotic and mysterious.
That image essentially has changed to one of
a hard-working, conforming, cohesive family
group which is a carrier of a traditional
culture similar to that, of middle-class Anglo
families (Sue and Kitano, 1973). Certainly
they fit better the family ideal of middle:class.
Americans than do the other minorities. Based
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as the positive indices of success and family
'ability, they not only are -.equal to white
Americans, but often, fare better in terms of
iducational achievement, median family

I borne, and marital stability (U.S. Depart-
; ment of Health, Education, and Welfare,

1980). -

The new .stereotype of Asians as model
minorities can be deleterious because it
masks the problems they face. While they

tcbviously have different characteristics than
ether minorities, the variations are not evenly

riread across generations in their culture.
Asian Americans can be separated chrono-

$ bgically into three pimps: pre-1924 immi-
grants, American-horn, and recent immi-
grants. Many of the pre-1924 immigrants, for
Instance, were males who came to this
country alone and were unable to establish
families because of immigration laws that
prohibited Asian migration,to this country for
a long period of time (Lyman, 1968)..That
group, and the more,recent immigrants, have
sot shared equally in the successes of Arnett-
can-born Asians. Even the American-born
Asians are subject to tensions in their family
ife that remain unexplored by family re-
searchers. Many Asian families .contain at
least. two full-time workers, more than the
average American family, and must use theft.
!came to support an extended family that is
krger ° than most middle-class nuclear
families (Wong, 1976).

Acculturation and assimilation seem to be
key concepts in understanding Asian family
fife. This is particularly true of the younger,
American-born group, which has adapted
more strongly to American values andtraditions (Kuroda et al., 1978). In compari-
son to the other minorities, Asians have more
conservative sexual trait,. a lower fertility
rate, fewer out-of-wedlo k births, and more
conservative attitudes toward the role of
*omen (Monahan, 1977; Braun and Chao,
'4/78; Leonetti, 1978). The adoption of
American values, however, has proved to be amixed blessing for young Asian Americans. It
Das created a schism in the' Asian community
bawl on generational differences in Ian-Page, customs, and values. It makes it diffi-cult to maintain generational continuity and
e'nic cohesWeness. Nowhere If this more
e'ident than in the high rates of out-mar-
.riages among younger Japanese and Chineseamericans (Weiss, 1970; Kikumuia and

Kitano, 1973). A majority of third generation
Japanese Americans marry non-Japanese
mate's: The majority of out-marriages have
involved JaPanese,women,- although the rate
for Japanese males is increasing. While many
factors account for this high rate of intermar-,
riage, a primary reason is the more
acculturated Asian worilan's dissatisfaction
with the more traditional Japanese male's

limited attitude toward women (Kikumura and
Kitano, 1973; Braun and Chao, 1978).

Another index of acculturation is child-
rearing practices. Studies generally have
shown a congruity between third:generation
Japanese socialization techniques and Ameri-
can styles of childrearing. However, dif- .
ferences based on sonic residue of Japanese
culture remain. Caudill and Frost (1973)
found that young Japanese mothers do more,
vocal lulling, more breast and bottle feeding.
More carrying and more playing with the
baby than do American mothers. Connor
(1974) also discovered that the legacy of
Japanese culture can still be found in third
generation Japanese Americans. When com- °
pared with whites of the same age and
education, the Japanese Americans were sig-
nificantly different; they were less aggressive,
had a greater need for succor and order, and
a markedly lesser neecl for companionship.
Johnson (1977) also reported that the
Japanese American kinship system operates
on a more obligatory basis than the optional
basis found in the American kinship system.
Her research revealed an increase in kinship
contact and sociability among third-genera-
tion Japanese American families, despite
their social, mobility and high degree of
assimilation.

In sum, culture seems to be the key
element in Asian family life. Their' traditional
culture stressed the importance of the family
unit at the expense of the individual, and
socialization processes in the fatnily created
patterns of self-e6ntrol which- facilitated the
achievement of societal goals: These cultural
values were very consonant with traditional
American values and made them adaptable
to the American family system. Class
membership does not seem as important
'since many of the Asian immigrants brought
with them values associated with the middle-

, class: ie.. an emphasis on education and a
capitalist 'orientation (Kitano, 1969). How-
ever, there are indications that many of these
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'middle-class values are declining among the
gerieral American population. With their
high degree of acculturation, younger Asian
Americans face a clash of generations and a
lack of ethnic cohesiveness that may entail ahigh cost.

NATIVE AMERICAN FAMILIES
While all our minority groups have certain

commonalities, 'Native Americans have sev-
eral problems which are unique to their
particular group. The other minorities have ahomeland that theoretically prOides a
symbolic identity with some other nation.
Native Americans have no ties to any other
geographical entity. As a group, they. are
more widely dispersed across North America
and are more likely to reside in rural and
isolated areas. Furthermore, they are more
unalterably opposed to assimilation and
integration into mainstream society and
culture than any other minority group (Price,
1976). Even within the Native American
group, there is a vast amount of diversity.
They speak more than 252 languages and are
organized into 2g0 different tribal groupings
(Wax,. 1971). Given the existence of these
esoteric traits, they cannot be viewed as a
monolithic group whose family lifestyles canbe easily studied.

In reviewing the family literature on Native
Americans, we are hampered by several
factors. There is no such institution as a
Native American family. There are only tribes,
and family structure and values will differ
from tribe to tribe. Despite the 'attempt to
impose Western family models on them,
various family forms still exist among the
different tribal groupings (Unger, 1977).
These forms range from polygamy to mono-
gamy, matrilineality to patrilineality (Mc-
Adoo, 1978). Most of literature that is extaht
can be found in social work and Mental
health journals. These articles primarilyfocus upon Native American families as
cultural deviants constituting a problem for
the larger society. Another body of literature
consists of anthropological studies, which
again raises the insider-outsider issue. Unlike
other minority groups, research done on
Native AmerOans is almost exclusively
monopolized by white Americans. Since
anthropologists have been outsiders in Native
Arnerli:an culture, the few existing Native
American social scientists have been very

critical of outsider perspectives on Native
American family life (Redhorse et al. , 1978).
Oftentimes the outsiders could neither speak
the language, nor even locate the living
quarters of many NatiyeAmericans. In the
words of Dorothy Mikler (1975: 7), a Native
American, "most of us look upon 'surveys'
and 'research' as being tools of our suppres-
sion and withhold data from white investi-
gators."

In a general sense, Native Americans most
closely approximate black American families.
Both groups are characterized by a highfertility rate, out-of-wedlock births, a strongrole for women, female-headed households,and high rates of unemployment (Witt, 1974;
Unger, 1977; U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1980). For many
Native Americans, the extended family is thebasic unit for carrying out family functions.This is often true despite the absence of
extended kin in the same household.Children are actually raised by relatives
residing different, noncontiguous house-holds. The existence of multiple households
sharing family functions is quite common.
Redhorse (1979) discchered one community
where 92 percent of the elderly population
resided in independent households, but
maintained close functional contact withtheir children, grandchildren, and great
grandchildren. They fulfilled traditional
family roles on a daily basis: Fictive kin are
also incorporated into the extended NPR)*
system. An individual, for example, may
become a namesake for a child through
formal ritual and subsequently assume family
obligations and responsibilities for childrear-
ing and role modeling (Momaday, 1976).

In the move from tribal reservations to the
urban frontiers, Native Americans often be-
come more isolated and must confront cer-
tain vicissitudes of city life without their tra-
ditional support system. Certainly, the pro-
portion of Native American living off reserva-
tions has rapidly increased. In 1930, only 1.0
percent lived in urban areas, By t'. iO
that number had grown to 45 percent (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1974). In their study
of 120 urban Native American families.
Miller (1975) and her Native American
researchers discovered that: (1) one third were
female-headed; (2) 27 percent were receiving
public welfare; (3) they had an Average
of 'three children; and (4) only one third
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had an adequate income. They found
that traditional childrearing techniques were
still used by most of the parents. Native
American children continued to be trained
for independence at significantly earlier ages

I. than either white or black urban children.
fi Their findings support a bicultural model

which holds that families who are at home in
both the Native American and white world
have a greater ability to survive and adapt to
die city than do families who only are com-
krtable in one culture or who feel alienated
from both worlds.

..`c. The status of Native American families
i.rernains in a state of transition. High unern-
f,ployment and a desire for a better life have
cpropelled many from the reservations into the

arban centers. Once in the cities, they en-
counter a clash of cultures between Native
American ways and the norms of city life.
Moreover, they cannot rely on the extended
family system which serves as an anchor of
Native American culture and life on the

tservations. Hence, there is a constant
tension as they seek equilibrium in an alien
and hostile environment. In a follow-up study
'the urban Native American families, Miller
(1980) found that 40 percent had returned to
the reservation. Some returned because of a
dislike for the city, others went back because
they could not cope with its demands. Some,
however, made a successful bicultural

;adaptation and returned to their community
with leadership and technical skills and an
appreciation and understanding of both

odds.

SUMMARY
Our decade review research and theory

la minority families illustrates the fact that
IIIPTe has been an increase in both the

.loantity and quality of the family literature.13onie
problems remain. Research continues

fa he clustered in specific areas while other
ras are neglected. In the case of Asian and
Ttive American families, basic studies needto be conducted. Future research needs toins on the minority family unit as an
7t.onomous system with its own norms,
Trler than comparing it to or contrasting it
:dr the majority culture using white, middle-

standards. Only by this means will the
gmcderoutsider dichotomy dissipate as a/tricot

issue. Furthermore, both qualitative
444 ..:I.Llantitative approaches are necessary in

'udY of minority families. Since these

-90-

groups remain outside' the mainstream of
society, the nuances of their cultures cannot
be thoroughly understood through the sole
use of one-dimensional empirical research.
At the same time, we need the solid grounding
of quantitative data. Different populations
need to be sampled in order to ascertain class
and cultural variation within and between
minority groups. There is little we can say
about class differences among Minority
families, since few studies have used class
controls or accounted, for its effect. Finally,
while there is no validity to the idea that the
family system of a given minority is patho-
logical, there also is little credibility to a
philosophical" school that assumes that all
aspect's of minority family life are strong and
healthy and that no weaknesses of any kind
exist. What we need is theory and research
that can give us a balanced account of both
the strengths and weaknesses of minority
families. That remains our task for the next
decade.
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Relationship of ?tinily Constellation and Schooling
4 ,to Intellectual Performance of Mexican American Children

Richard R. Valericia and Ronald W. Henderion
University of California, Santa Cruz

Richard J. Rankin
Universitroteregon

The relationship of 13 family constenation'and sociocultural variables to intel-
lectual performance was examined for a sample of 190 Mexican American pre-
school children froM low-income familips. Variables were reduced through a
factor analysis that produced four independent variables. Intellectual perfor-
magce was then predicted using an MAXR stepwise multiple. regression Pro-
cedare that generates a new model for each variable entered. The best single'
factor predictor of intellectual performance, ag measured by the McCarthy
Scales of phildren'A Abilities,..was a language /schooling factor that consisted
of lengoekeVf child and tweak, parents' kltholing attainment, and country
(Mexico dr the United States) in which parents were educated; and the best
two factor model added socioeconomic status to the prediction. Family con-
stellation;consistjng elf family size and birth order, constituted a clearly Reps-
kite and distinct factor that contrilyted less than 3% of the Variance in intel-
lectual performance. The relationship of cultural variations to predictions
based on' the Zajonc and'Markus confluence model are discussed.

Social scientists have' shown a long-
.

,standing interest in the possible influences
of-family size, ordinal positiim of siblings,

, and other family constellation variables on
-the behavior and development of children
(Bradley, 1968). ResearchOn this topic has
examined the influence of family donstella-

. Lion variables on personality (Koch, 1954) as
well as cognitivoutcomes. The ill-legion of
whether intellectual eminence is primarily
attributable to family constellation factors
(e.g., Breland, 1973) or socioeconomic factors
that tend to covary with family size

, (Schooler, 1972, 1973) has been debated for
a long period ofi time, but recently there has
been a sudde; upsurge in interest in the
topic.

Renewed interest in the influence of
family variables on intellectual attaipment

a
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haibeensparked by the work of Zajonc and
Markus (1975). With an elegant simplicity
of explanation, the confluence model pro-
posed by these.investigators purports to ac-
count for the simultaneous relationship of
birth order, family size, and spacing between
siblings to intelligence. The basic proposi-
tion is that the intellectual environment of
the family has a direct influence on the in-
tellectual development of the children being
socialized in that context. The intelleCtual
errvironment consists of the sum of the in-
tellectual levels of All me; bers of the family,
divided by the number of family members.
The concept of intellectual level employed
in the model is not adjusted for age differ-
ences in mental performance and is therefore
more similar to the concept of mental age
than to tr./ .(Page & Crandon, 1979). In ef-
fect, thiiiitellectual environments of chil-,
dren from large families and those families
in which there are closely spaced siblings are
diluted by the presence of the siblings.
Confluence theory does not predict well for
only children of for last-born children, both
of whom perform more poorly than the
model would expect. The post hoc expla-
nation proposedior this discrepancy is that
children in these two positions do not enjoy
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the Opportunity to consolidate their knowl-
edge by teaching younger siblings.,

One reason the confluence.model has re-
ceived serious ' attention froni educators is
because Zajonc (1976) has suggeited that
national declines m Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) tom merely reflect the movement'

. of children from an eta of relatively large
families through the schools. Educators
could .feel, quite relie'Ved it patterns of de-

. dining intellectual achievement are attrib-
utable to demographic: factors instead of
faulty education'. Furthermore, the model
promises 'a reversal in the downWaril trend
of aptitude test scores as children:fromt.a
wave of smaller families begin to be reflected
in the national statistics.

A number of recent studies have failed to
find support for confluence theory (Davis,
Cahan, & Bashi, 1977; Grotevant, Scarr, &
Weinberg, 1977; Melican & Feldt, 1980; Page
& Grandon, 1979; Velandia, Grandon, &
Page, 1978). Support from studies provid-
ing some degree of confirmation has been
relatfaly weak and inconsistent (Breland,
1974; Dandes & Doi, 1969; Rees & Palmer,
1970; cited in Melican & Feldt, 1980)r

Page and Grandon (1979) found general
confirmation for the confluence model in
analyses of data for large samples from Co-
lombia (South America)and the:United
States. However, their results were con-
gruent with the findings of Zajonc and
Markus (1975) only when they used those

'investigators' aggregated data approach to
analysis. When Page and Grandon (1979)
subjected their data to a more Appropriate
analysis of individual rather than aggregated
data, the variance in intelligence accounted
for by family configuration variables
dropped to 1% for one sample and 5% for the
other. Moreover, Page and Grandon ;ound
that socioeconomic status (SES) and ethnic
variables' accounted for the largest path
coefficients in a path analysis.

/ The msjority of the testsof the confluence
model co.i.iuded to date have employed
samples of secondary school or college age,
and cross-culturat data are limited (Davis et
al., 1977; Velandia et, al., 1978). Studies ot.
United States ethnic minority subcultures
are similarly fucking. in light of current
interest in tilts confluence theory and its
predictions, it is important to examine the

e

relationship of family characteristics to in-.
tellectual development for children whose
schooling is still ahead of them, and who
represent ethnic groups and socioeconomic
levels that often perform relatively poorly on
intellectual measures. The present research
was designed to provide such an analysis for
economically disadvantaged, Mexican
American children.. Children from this..
background generally perform below na-
tional norms on standardized mental mea-
sures, although there is substantial vari-

°ability within the pppulation. These chil-
dren also come from a cultUral background
in which large families are valu4d. Infor-
matiOn on the relative amount of variance in
intellectual . performance contributed by
relatively fixed (e.g., family configuration)
variables that may be dictated by cultural
values veiaus modifiable factors such as
schooling should add Steeded diinension to
theories attempting to account for the rela-
,tionship between family characteristics and
intelligence.

Method

Subjects
The original sample for this studiconsietid of 320

Mexican American preschool children enrolled In 20
preschools'in eight towns/cities in Santa Barbara and
Ventura Counties, California, The sample was drawn
from Head Start, church related, public school aMlii
ated, and private, nonprofit preschools. All the schools

were oriented toward serving children of low-income

After testing the children cm an intelligence /ability,
test, family background information was obtained by
home interfifews with the mothers. Due to an inability
to Iftate or schedule interviews with 59 mothers, only
201 mothers of the 320 children were subsequently In-
terviewed, The present design called for intact families,
or families in which both parents were present during
the majority of the.child'e Ovslopment. Of the families
in the present: analysis, 95% were intact at the time data
Aire collected, but in 5% of the cases a father was bat
present in the family at that time. Subjects from
families in whick there was no'record of a father were
not' 'whaled in this' study. In additita oniy mom.
lingual SpanisThspeaking or monolingual English-
speaking children were included, reducing the final
sample-size to 190 families.

'here were $4 boys .144%) and MO ;les (56%) in the

socopic.; mean age was 55.noinths, with a range of 33

to tit) months. fused on preschool teacher and slam-
ner judgmelits and irreferred language (dominant

language) of the Iliad, the intelligencehiliiiity teat was

administered in English to 71 children (:17%) and in

Spanish to 119 (88%).
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The mean educational attainments of the mothers
and fathers were 8.1 abd 7.6 years, respectively; the
'range and standard deviation for the mothers were 0-17
yeers and 3.8 years, respectively; the range and Si) frir
the father. were 0-18 years and 3,9 years, respectively.
For the mothess,,90 (47%) had had formal schooling in
the United Stara, and 100 (6396)' had been schdiled in
Mexico. The fathers had a similar pattern, with 63
(33%) schooled in the United States, and 127 (67%) in
Mexico. _Of the total number of mothers and fathers
(n 380), 218 (57%) had been schooled exclusively in
Mexico, 133 (35%) had been schooled exclusivebt in the
United States, 49 (5%) had had schooling in both
countries, and 12 (3%) had received no schooling: For
parents who had been schooled in both countries,
country of schooling was determined by the country in
whith the subject had had the majority of his or her
schooling. For parents who had a zero level of &Rein-
ment, country of schooling was determined by the,
country in which-the parents wereborn and had spent
their formative years, Regarding the primary or only
language spoken at home, 49 (28%) of the parents spoke
English and 141 (74%) spoke Spanish. Based on. the
Hollingshead Two Factor Index-of Social Position
(Hollingshead & Redlich, 1988), the mean socioeco-
nomic status of the families was extremely low' The
Mean class level was 4.4 (5 is the lowest on a scale of
1-5); the range was 1-5. The Hollingshead Index also
yields'a Social PositionScore, a weighted and summed
-score based on occupation and years of schooling.

Instrionents and Procedure
.

the test of intellectual performance administered
was the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (MSCA;
McCarthy, 1972). The MSCA was specifically designed

-to measure the -abilities of young children (21/2 to 81/2
years old). There are 18 separate testa grouped into six
scples: Verbal, Perceptual-Performance, Quantitative,
General Cognitive, Memory, and Motor. Because of
tir..e limitations, the three'exclusive motor tests were
not administered. The msrA also yields a global index
that is cognitive in nature. The General Cognitive
Index (GM) indicates the child's overall cognitive
functioning. The Gel, a scaled score, has a mean set

`I at 100 and a standard dbiation of 16. .

The MSCA was chosen because it included novel
items that seem to appeal to young children, and par.
t ietilarly because the rimming sample was stratified on
the basis of age, sex, geographic region, fathet'3 occu-
pation, and ethnici.y. The standardization and
miming of the test have been evaluated favorably

! (Slitifitiiiii, 1W77). Although inclusion of minority
4 ' 'Illations in the norm sample does not address the
r,eito
'ip.Isstie of possible cultural bias in test item content, it

11144 indicate an awareness of sociocultural dillerences
within the rificiety that is lacking in older I Nis, such as
the StanfordIiinet jntulligunre Scale. All hough the
absolute number of Mexican American children in.
*laded in the'norming sample was actually mall there
is some evidenee that the MSCA Nii good prop rt its of
reliability End concurrent validity when ac roistered
tAi Mexican American children (Davis & It4iland, 107.1;
1)avis & Walker, I 97b, Valencia & Sheehan, Note? I) and
black children (Kaufman & Kaufman, 197:1; KillallIIIII

a

and Menlo, 1975). In addition, the MSCA has been
shown the reliable for low-income Mexicart,American
'children, altbopgh it does appearlo be less reliable for

' Spariish-speaking than for English-speaking groups
(Valencia & Sheehan, Note 2). If was judged that this
difference in reliability could not be overcome by se-
lecting a differentAependent measure. , 4 .

In the present study, the testing of the children was
done at their preschooli by four, trained, female bilina
goal Mexican American research assistants. The len-,
guage of test administration was determined by a
combination of the following: (a) teacher judgment; (b)
child preference; and (c) vaminer judgment udder-
mined by a "rapport establishing" time a day prior to,
tfst ;rig. The children who were considered to be non.
English-speaking (Spanish monolingual) were admin-
istered a ,carefully translated version of the regular
MSCA. Since the design of the study called for mono-
lingual English and monolingual Spanish cliildren,
thoseochildren who were tested bilingually were not
considered as subjects. After administration, the
MSCA protocols were subject to content analysis (e.g.,
children's vethal responses) to ensure that the children
were not utilizing language switching and mixture.

Information about the family was obtained through
home interviews with the mothers. The interviews,

4.conductedby the four research assistants, were done in
the preferred language of the mother. The following
information was obtained: (a) number and birthdates
of siblings, (b) marital status of mother', (c) schooling
attainment and location of the schooling for mother and

-and
primary language spoken at home by parents,

and (e) occupition of head of household.-

Design

The 13 independent variables studied were age of
achilt, sex of child, number of children in the family,

birth order of children, language of tentiadministration,
father present, schooling attainment of mother, country
of inother'sachoolirrg, schooling attainment of father,
country of father's schooling, language spoken ,in home
by'perents, social position score, social tlass level. The
dependent variable wan the Geld the MSCA.

The 13 independent variables were intercorrelated
and factor analyzed using the SPSS system (Nie,
Jen kins Stein Wenner, & Brent, 1978). because there
was no a priori reason to assume that the factor scores
desired should be totally uncorrelated, a principal factor.
solution as suggested by Harman (1976) was obtained,
with squared multiple correlations in the diagonal. The
minimum eigenvaltie was set at 1; and orthogonal*
rotation was obtained following the varimax procedure.
As a procedurarcheck, factor scores were also obtained
using a principal components solution. As expected,
the correlations across methods by (wore approxi..."
mated unity. Mile to four factors were generated.) .

The dependent variable ((WI) was predicted utilizing
the muliple regression stepwise piocedure from the
Statistical Analysis System (SAS) procedure (Barr,
thaalitiglit, Si II, & I lelwig, 1976). The specific proce-
dure was MAX It, which generates a new model for each
variable entered. Each successive model is indepen-
dent at the previous models and is the one that produces
the maximum a variable R.
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Factor scores were utilized to reduce the number of
independent variables while solvirig colinearity prob-
lems often present in the faihily environmental data.
Kerlinger and Pedhastar (1973) suggest that factor
scores are a powerful and simple way to improve ¢he -
efficiency of multiple regression eqqAtions...

The use of factor scores may Mask topme extent the .

effect ot individual variables. The tradeafflularity
'when there ii extensive colinearity in the original mit-
trim An ideal solution to the colinearity problem would
be to use very large samples and analyze each subliop ,
°lotion separately. The nature of the current sample °

precludes this possiNity. ,

.
. .

Results

Table' 1 shows, the intercorrelations,
means, and standard deviations for the in-

' dipendent and dependent variables. Table
2 shows the four factors that emerged pre-
dicting 74% of the variance in the predictors
of family.variables. "

The first factor, which-explains 4 2% of the
common variance, has its 'highest loadings
with language of the test, family language,
years of schooling for the parent% and
country of parents' ichoolitig. This &cidr
is named the language /schooling factor
(LS).

The second fac tor, explaining 13% ofthe
common variance, is best explained by the
two socioeconomic scores (social .popition
score and class). Thus 'it is named socio-
economic status (SES). It is clearly sepa-
rated from the first factor.

The, third ,factor, which explains 10% of
the common, variance, is bbst explained by
family size and position in the family. It is

'called the family size factor (FS).
The fourth factor, explaining 9% of the

common variance, is difficult to interpret,
although it is best'explained by sex of the
child. It is defined as a residual.

Table 3 presents the results of the MAXR
system of regressibn analysis. Factor scores
are used as independent variables, and the

,dependent variable is GCI.
The best one:variable model was the first

factor (LS, R'J as .0677); 6.77% of the variance
in GCI is predicted by the combination of
family language and educational attainment
levels.

The best two-variable model consisted of
Factor 1 (LS) with the addition of Factor 2
(SES; R2 .1035). The improvement in R2
due to SES is .0358; 10.35% of the variance
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Table 2 , ,
FoUr-Fastor Varimax Solution for the Family Conotellatiog and Scho5ling Varialonelared to

- Intellectual Performahce of Mexican American Children ' i

-99-
.

.--7----.

Variable

,Factor

.

11.3

A

5.

'3./14-

=1
1 3 4

Age of child
Sex of child , 1.

Number orchildren
Birth order cif child
Language of teat administration
Fether present
Schooling of mother
Country of mother's schnoUng
Schooling of father
Country of father's schooling

, Language spoken in the home
Stwini position score
Social class level

410

OP

.046
-.072
-.161
-.126

.836
-.060

Z06
.8138

.5D f.1*

.7116
.757

-.371
-.277

I

0 7

-.030
-.014

.1-50

.144
-.155
-.022
-.190
-.130
-.509
-.301
-.230

.91:1
-869

-.008
.083
.901
.931

-.017
-015
-.293
-.098
-.244
-.052

.155

.145

.3&4'

1122
.076

-.003
-.317
-.088
-.139

.136

.211

.189

.014
-.014

Aa

Note. Factor 1 ajanguageschooling; Factor 2 socloccononlit status; Factor 3 IN family size; Factor .4 re-
sidual.

in GCI is explained I5-y the first and second
factors, and 3.58% of the variance is uniquely .

explained by SES.
, The' best three-variable model consisted
of the factors listed above with the addition
of Factor 3 (FS; R2= .1314).. The improve-
ment in R2 due to FS is .0279; 13.14% of the
variance 'in GCI is explaing1 by the three-
variable model, with 2.72% of the variance .

uniquely die' tC,, Factor 3, family size and
birth order.

Table 3
Max R2 Improvement for Dependent Variable
General Cognitibe Index

Best
variable
model
factor

'Sig)iifi-
cance of
removing

R2 F (F)141, p<

1 variable .0677 13.66 "`
1-t-S

2 variable .1035 10.80
LS
SES

3 variable .1314 9.38
LS (11

SES
Ft

4 variable .1316 7.01
LS

", SES
_ FS 54 ce99 .0153

.05

.0003
13.66 .0003

.0001
13.37- .0003

7.47 .006
.0001`

13.39 :0003
7.61 .006
5.96 -0155

.0001. .4

13.24 .0004
.0065 DiscUseicrIV

The best four-variable model did not show
a aignificant improvement over the best
tilAb-,variable model.

A comparison of -chijdten from English -
speaking and Spanish-speaking homes re-
vealed a statistically siknificani. difference
on GCI performance in favor of the En-
Alish-speaking children, t(188) I 4.13,p <
.0002,'although it should be notenhat both
groups scored within the normal range ,ol`
performapce. The' mean for English-
speaking dieldren was 100.06, with an SD of
13.62; the mean fbr Spanish-speaking chil-
dren was 91.74, with an SD of 12.88.

It is acknowledged that differences in the
quality of preschool programs might affect
the cognitive, performance of children and
that a relationship could exist between the
characteristids of families ap' the types of
preschools their children attend. Unfortu-
nately, no suitable data on program quality
were available, but careful inspection of de-
sCriptive data on a scheol-by-sdlool basis
suggested that the small GCI differences
across 'preschools were primarily associated
with the variables constituting Factors 1 and
2. The sample size did not perprit a formal
subdnalysis across schools.

.8157

Note. LS - lankuageischooling; SES a socloecOnOmic
status; FS family size.

.

The single most powerful predictor of
mental performance was a language/
schooling factor consisting of the 'language ,

c.
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of the home, the language in which the test
was administered, the level of educational
,attainment of the mother and father, and the
country where the parents were educated.
This relationship indicated that the most
competent. children were those who came
from triunes in which the dominant language
was English,. who were tested in Engljeh
rather than Spanish, whc le parents were
educated in the United States rather than
Mexico, and whose pareilts had attained the
highest levels of formal education among
those reptesented in the sample.

The best two-factor model combined data
on socioeconomic status with the language/
scti_polihg factor. Although the SES factor
does include information on the educational
level of the family, it was clearly distinct
frokthe others, suggestingthat the.occee-,
national compohent may not be highly co-
related with education and that the occu:
patiohal scoresnpy be serving to separate
thi's factor feomiihe other factors. This
would be consistent with Laosa's (in press)
findineof lowescorrelatimis between occu-
national status and educational attainment.
for Mexican American families in Los An-
geles, as 'compared with Anglo American.
filming in the same area. The contribution

the SES factor in the p'resent research was
kmdou tedly limited by a . restriction in
range. AU of the families weri relatively
poor, but thee appeered to be ttvo basic
kind f families witiffli a population that is
oftepkonsideredquite homogeneous. 1n one .

type of family the parents were schooled in ,
'Mhico, generally spoke Spanish at home,
and had a relatively limited degree of formal
education. The second tyre of family en-
virunnient was one in which the parents
usually spoke English,,had been educated in
the Jolted States,and had completed more

. formal schooling than their counterparts in
the first type of family. The pattern of re-
lationships between family variables and
intellectual performance was such that the
ihildren from the seOnd: type of family
achieved at a higher level than children from .

families displaying the first of these clusters
of characteristics.

It eppearsIthat :parents who have' been
educated in the'United States and who have
relatively hither levels of education may be
transmitting to their children more of the
culture of the school 4than their Mexieo

it. 4.. °
educated counterparts, The kinds of
knowledge Lid skills valued in school culture
are reflected in intellectual measures such as
the MSCA. This interpretation is consis-
tent with Laosa's research indicating that
apparent ethnuedifferences in the mothei/
child interaction styles of Mexican American
and Anglo American mothers arelargely
attributabl, to differences in the level bf '
'formal education attained by the mothers. ,

In the present study, the amount of yeti-,
ante accounted ,for'bx predictor variables
increased to 13.1% when'a factor that in-
eluded family size and birtli, order (FS) was
added to the analysis. This clearly separate
and conceptually distinct factor added 2.8%
to the variance explained in performance oni
the, GCI. ,

It seems clear from these results that the
family configuration variablei of family size!
and birth order 'contribute a small but dis-
tact p roportion of the variance in intellec-

t tual perfOrmanee among this sample of
chiletren. 'The *portion of variance ex:
plained by family,simand birth order in the
present !Judy 14 consistent with the results
of a num9e1,.. uftstudies (e.g., Grotevant et al.,
1.977; Page Grandon, k979) reporting that
thou variables accounted for between 1%
and 5% of the variance in meetal.capabillty,
with the mode being about 2%.
I The separation of socioeconomic status

from variables that clusTered together in a
language/Schooiing factor in the analysis
conducted for the present investigation are
goof particular interest and potential impor-
tance for attempts to darify the relationship
of family environmental variables to 'nail-
lectualperformance. Socioeconomic status
and cultural variables are often confounded
in studie4 attempting to identify enxirp9-
mental contributions to intellectual Nnc-
tioniq. The present results suggest that
although socioeconomic status characteris-
tics did contribute to variation in intelredtual
performance, that contribution was rela-
tielyindepenctent of a set of environmental
influences that may be attributable to cul-
Sum! ttlifferences or modernization influ-
ences. Laosa (1981) has noted an increasing
participatiO of Mexican American women
in education, and he sees this trend as part
of a process of cultural change that Levine
poa. te 3) has called "modernization." .Laosa
speculates that this modernization process
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may sc,:,ve to reduce or eliminate existing
diffe ,!,..r.s in interaction patterns of Anglo
Americr n and Chicano families. Given the
inherett cc linearity of lochtion and level of
formal education in the data for the present
study, the analysis of individual variables
does not make it possible to disentangle the
possible influences of cultural loading in the
test items versus the effects of moderniza-
tion. This remains an important subject for
future study.

This research adds to a growing body of
studies (Belmont, Stein, & Zybert, 1978;
Davis et al., 1977; Grotevant et al., 1977;
Melican & Feldt, 1980; Nuttall, Nuttall,
Po lit, & Hunter, 1976; Rankin, Gaite, &
Heiry, 1979; Velandia et al., 1978) that have
failed to provide substantial support for the
confluence model proposed by Zajonc and
'Markus (1975). That theseinvestigations
have not confirmed the large contribution of
birth order, spacing, and family size to in-
tellectual performance should not be sur-
prising when one considers the nature of
Zajonc and Markus's analysis, their sample,
and the dependent measure used in their
original test of the confluence model. First,
Grotevant et al. (1977) have criticized the
confluence model by arguing that aggregated
data minimise or ignore the study of be-
tween- and within-groups sources of variance
that might help explain individual differ-
ences in intellectual performance. Zajonc
and Markus (1975) have claimed that birth
order and spacing accounts for most of the
variance in intellectual performance.
However, when aggregated data are used, the
sources of variance; between and within
families for a population are largely unde-
tected. Page r id Grandon (1979) have
pointed out that analyses leading, to indi-
vidual predictions are generally of greater
interest to psychohnists and educators than
predictions for aggregated groups. Second,
the ;,itch samWe employed by Zajonc and
Markus :n the '.ev,Ilopment of the\con-
fluence mop l wr.e. decidedly atypical, con-
sisting of subject, who were in utero at the
time of a severe i. :giae in Hyland, which
required pregnant mothers to subsist on 450
calories or less per day (Belmont & Merolla,
1973). Given the atypical nature of this
sample, a number of plausible rival hy-
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potheses might explain the results obtained
by Zajonc and 'Markus. For example, a
"selective survival" hypothesis is advanced
by Stein, Susser, Saenger, and Merolla
(1972). It is possible that the survivors of
the famine might have been selected from
fetuses unimpaired from the shock of ma-
ternal starvation. In essence, the exposed
fetus either survived unimpaired or died.

Finally, the modified version of the Raven
Progressive Matrices that served as.the de-
pendent measure on which the Zajonc and
Markus conclusions were based is suspect.
The reduction in the number of items and
raw score transformations into six classifi-
cations called "class scores" raises concerns
about validity and the loss of discrimiiation
in transforming ra* scores to "class" (in-
terval) acacia.

The finding in the present study that
children who performed best on the GCI
were those from homes in which English was
the preferred language should not be taken
to suggest that limited and non-English-
speaking Mexican American children should
be immersed in English language training

. programs. The present data are descriptive
only, and, of course, correlational findings do
not indicate causality. The qiiestion of what
educational programs would be most effec-
tive for children from the backgrounds in-
vestigated in this study is an importaiit topic
for other investigations, but the present data
shed no light on that issue.

Since cultural groups vary in their atti-
tudes toward family size, the polka impli-
cations of data conforming to the colffi uenee
model are unclear. There would be difficult
ethical ramifications for any public policy
aimed at changing the value orientations of
particular ethnic groups. Furthermore,
there is evidence that the relationship be7
tween family size, and mental test perfor-
mance may be nonlinear in non- Western
societies in which large families are highly
valued (Rankin et al., 1979), or where ex-
ternal influences, such as schooling, may
change traditional patterns of influence
within the family context (Davis et al., 1917).
With a Samoan sample, Rankin and his as-
sociates (Rankin et al., 1979) found that the
relationship between family size and intel-
lectual level was neither negative nor linear.
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In Samoan culture the most intellectually
competent children were from families near
the mean size valued within the culture (M

6.48).
The relationship between the schooling of

parents arid the intellectual functioning of
their children suggests that public policy can
do something concrete to exert a positive
influence on the intellectual performance of
children from culturally diverse back-
pounds. It seems increasingly clear that the
effects of schooling may be more important
than some interpretations of the effects of
schooling have suggested. Cross-cultural
data on schooling and cognition (Greenfield,
1978; Stevenson, Parker, Wilkinson, Bon-
nevaux, & Gonzales, 1978) indicates that
formal education has an important effect on
the development of cognitive skills, even if
it does not equalize those skills across dif-
ferent populations. The present research
suggests that the remits of education are
passed on by parents to their children. We
interpret the present results to suggest that
skills and concepts that are implicit in school
culture, and in the content of mental tests,
may be passed on to children in proportion
to the parents' own exposure to the culture
of the schools. This does not necessarily
imply that ethnic groups must give up the
values of their own culture in order to do
this. Some research (cf., Henderson & Mer-
ritt, 1968) has suggested that Mexican
American fan.:!ies who participated most in
activities of the mainstream culture also
evidenced the highest levels of participation
in the activities of the Mexican culture.

Finally, it should be noted that a number
of studies (cf., Soho° ler, 1972; Page &
Grandon, 1979) have demonstrated that the
apparent relationship between family size
and mental test performance of children is
better explained as a function of socioeco-
nomic status than family size. In the
present investigation separate factOrs were
identified for social class and a language/
schooling constellation of variables that
seemed to characterize cultural variations
within thesample. Future investigations of
the specific environmental processes that
characterize these differences are needed to
identify the specific environmental learning
experiences that are associated With the

more general language and schooling vari-
ables used in this study.
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One reading that was to have been appended to this

module was not yet published at the time of this printing.

It is "School, Occupation, Culture, and Family: The Im-

pact of Parental Schooling on the Parent7Child Relationship"

by Luis M. Laosa, Journal of Educational Psychology, 1982

(December), 74(6).
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